Dear Alumni/ae and Friends:
Students at academic medical centers
have benefited historically from faculty efforts and expertise across
teaching, research and patient care.
Now economic pressures are shifting
the emphasis away from teaching and
toward clinical care and research. At
the U-M Medical School, however, we
still believe that educating the next
generation of physicians is a critical
responsibility, one that we welcome.
To fulfill that responsibility and respond to a changing
society, Medical School faculty members are developing
an innovative new curriculum that will give our students
the training they need to practice medicine effectively in
the 21st century.
The Medical School has been a national leader in medical
education from the beginning. Even back in 1868, U-M
Professor Alonzo Palmer was lobbying the American
Medical Association for higher admissions and curriculum standards in all U.S. medical schools. In 1927, the
U-M was one of the first medical schools to establish a
department of medical
education. Even today,
only six other medical
schools in the United
States have an academic
department focused on
how best to educate
tomorrow’s physicians
and help today’s physicians stay up-to-date
with new developments in their fields.

knowledge will not change, but more of the biomedical
sciences will be taught in the context of applications to
patient care. U-M students will learn analytical skills to
help them evaluate scientific literature, utilize evidencebased medicine and continue learning after graduation.
Even anatomy, the traditional rite of passage for incoming
medical students, will be taught in innovative and exciting ways. Use of the Internet and advanced computer and
imaging technology are adding new dimensions to our
students’ knowledge of the human body. (See story on
page 34.)
To teach students how to be better doctors, our faculty
must learn how to be better teachers. In 1997 we established the Medical Education Scholars Program, which
provides time and support for U-M faculty to study medical education and become more effective teachers. To
date, we have 35 graduates of the program who are now
sharing their expertise with others in their departments.
The U-M’s Complementary and Alternative Medicine
Research Center recently received a five-year grant from
the National Institutes of Health — part of which will support five faculty scholars annually as they study and develop ways to integrate nontraditional beliefs and
therapies into U-M educational programs.

Medicine is constantly changing.
We must recognize these changes
and continuously modify the ways
in which we teach our students.

But how do we prepare students to practice medicine in
the 21st century when new discoveries in science are
changing every aspect of medicine from diagnosis to
treatment? How can we help them learn to communicate
effectively with patients from diverse cultures and handle
sensitive issues like spirituality and end-of-life care? How
can we best meet the needs of students while responding
to the needs of a changing society?
With input from over 70 U-M specialists in biomedical
science and clinical care, educators in the Medical School
are finding new ways to weave an increased focus on the
patient throughout a new Medical School curriculum.
Their goal is to build on our strengths, while responding
to the needs of a diverse patient population and the realities of clinical care in an era of cost containment and
demands for increased productivity.
Under the guidance of faculty in our new Clinical
Educator Program, U-M medical students will begin
learning how to interact and communicate with patients
from their first days in medical school. Our stringent academic standards and emphasis on in-depth scientific

The U-M Medical School
is a leader in educational
innovation among U.S.
medical schools. We have
received important extramural funding from the
Arthur Vining Davis Foundation, the Donald W. Reynolds
Foundation and the National Institutes of Health to help
develop our new curriculum, which we believe could
become a model for 21st-century medical education
nationwide. You’ll be hearing much more about it in
future issues of Medicine at Michigan.
Medicine is constantly changing. We must recognize these
changes and continuously modify the ways in which we
teach our students. Ultimately it is our responsibility —
yours and mine — to ensure that current and future students receive the same high-quality education we received
at the U-M Medical School. The investment we make in
our students today is an investment in our future, allowing Michigan graduates to continue to be leaders in medicine around the state, the nation and the world.
Sincerely,

Allen S. Lichter, M.D.
Dean

“He wanted his gift to go to the
Medical School...so that it could
make a specific difference.”
obert Brear never married, belonged to no
church or social clubs, and had but a few close
friendships in life. So, last winter, only a handful of people gathered in Detroit to bury this quiet,
private man. And yet Brear, a pattern-maker at
General Motors for 40 years, will be remembered for
many, many years to come. His name will be spoken
by people who never knew him. He will be honored
not with black-tie receptions or speeches, for these
would have made him uncomfortable, but by the things
he valued deeply: hard work, diligence, and the chance to
help others — the opportunity to make a difference.
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Several months ago, the University of Michigan Medical
School learned that Brear, who never himself attended U-M,
had left his entire estate, nearly $4 million, to the Department of
Neurology. The funds will be used to endow the Robert W. Brear
Professorship in Neurology.
By all accounts, Brear was devoted to his parents, both of whom died in 1968.
Says Brear’s attorney, John Nitz: “I asked if his gift was related to his own health, and
he said, no, it had to do with the fact that the Hospital had treated his father — treatment he greatly appreciated.”
Dean Howard, a stockbroker for Salomon Smith Barney in Detroit who handled Brear’s
finances for nearly seven years, recalls a mild-mannered man of extreme thrift and
very high standards. “Robert Brear was an incredibly intelligent man, very much
the analytical engineer. He spent a tremendous amount of time doing research,
and he read a great deal. Every time he came in he would have three or four articles on investing, and he researched the University of Michigan just as closely. He
chose Michigan’s Medical School for his bequest in part based on the
standards and quality of the School’s work. Brear was a person
who found value in the highest of standards and wanted to deal
only with people at the top of their fields. And he wanted his
gift to go to the Medical School rather than to the University’s
general fund so that it could make a specific difference.”
Robert Brear

James Brear

“It’s gratifying that an experience at this Hospital, so long ago,
could have had such a powerful impact and result in such an
important gift,” says Sid Gilman, M.D., chair of the
Department of Neurology. “The Brear Professorship will be
used to support basic and/or clinical research in neurological
diseases.” Gilman, who is stepping down as chair, will leave the
Professorship open for his successor to fill.

Some measure the worth of people by the number of mourners who grieve their passing. Others point to
the richness of the memories or count the things left behind: the houses, cars and artwork. But Robert
Brear was an unusual man who left behind one simple thing: a future. A future of teaching and learning
and research and discovery, the accomplishments of which we cannot even begin to measure. One hopes
that from time to time, as he labored over his investment ledgers in his little brick house on Romeo Road
in Rochester, Robert Brear smiled with satisfaction at his masterwork.
__________

future

For information on making bequest gifts to the University of Michigan Medical School, call the Office of Medical Development and
Alumni Relations at (734) 998-7705 or write to us at 301 E. Liberty, Suite 300, Ann Arbor, MI 48104.
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Student Debt: The Reasons
Behind Rising Costs of Medical
Education

In the Letters section of the Fall 2001 issue of
Medicine at Michigan, Dean Lichter replied to a letter
from Thomas F. Higby, M.D., explaining how graduating medical students today have such enormous
debt, and I think he did a good job of bringing that
into focus.
I wish, however, he also would have explained why
there has been such a tremendous increase in the
cost of educating medical students in this period of
time. I know that the cost of supplying medical care
has increased much faster than the rate of inflation,
most of which is blamed on the cost of the higher
technology needed and used, but I am not sure how
that applies to the actual teaching of medical students.
Gerald Meier
(M.D. 1962)
Cleveland, Ohio
________
Dean Lichter’s response to Dr. Higby’s letter regarding
scholarship support was interesting and outlined
very well the difficulties facing today’s medical
students — and potentially all of us as patients.
While the figures Saul Hymans presents are enlightening, the response deals only with the staggering
increase in the cost of medical school education and
not with the underlying reasons for it. I am sure
many of us would like to understand which individual costs associated with medical education have led
to a rate of cost increase more than double the rate
of inflation in general. More information may allow
a firm diagnosis and subsequent cure for the problem rather than treating the symptoms and allowing
the process to continue.
Congratulations on the continued rise in the rankings of the Medical School!
Randall D. Johnson
(M.D. 1975, Residency 1977)
Asheville, North Carolina
________
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My thanks to Dean Lichter for showing the error of
my logic in thinking that inflation accounts for most
of the increased debt of the modern medical student,
when, in fact, tuition has far outstripped inflation.
He could have gone a step further and explained and
justified that increase in tuition.
Thomas F. Higby
(M.D. 1958)
Fowlerville, Michigan
________
I was very pleasantly surprised to see in the Fall 2001
issue of Medicine at Michigan that Dean Lichter and
others at the Medical School are making student
debt a primary focus for alumni giving for the future.
Family circumstances made it necessary that I pay
for my undergraduate education by working summer
jobs and earning scholarships. My desire has always
been to serve other people in my vocation, and
training in medicine seemed like a natural fit.
Unfortunately, summer jobs are not adequate to
cover the costs of my medical education. Equally
unfortunately, there seems to be a dearth of scholarship opportunities. My parents have been a great
support — more than I ever could have hoped for.

I was surprised that it can
be so hard for a good student
to find financial support
My father, a retired schoolteacher, paints homes in
an effort to help support the high cost of my living
in Ann Arbor. I live as frugally as I can, sharing housing with 31 other medical students in a cooperative
housing arrangement at the Phi Rho Sigma Medical
Society, driving an old, underinsured car, and working during my breaks. And still it is not enough. I
will graduate owing an enormous amount to the
government, as well as to my parents from whom I
borrowed along the way.
I don’t mean to sound ungrateful. I realize the
tremendous opportunity I have been given to study
at the U-M Medical School, and I’m thankful for it.
But indeed I was surprised that it can be so hard for
a good student to find financial support (other than
loans) from within the Medical School — particularly
at a school with as much pride and tradition as ours.

So thank you to Dean Lichter and everyone at the
Medical School for taking the lead in advocating for
what might be seen by some as an unpopular cause
— but one that is so vital to assuring the future of
our ability as an institution to attract the finest students from all walks of life. I, as well as many other
present and future students, genuinely appreciate
your efforts on our behalf.
Eric D. Achtyes
Class of 2003
U-M Medical School

to increased medical education costs, but they are also
critical to the education of our students and to our
competitiveness as a top medical school.

There can be no doubt
that greater scholarship
support is absolutely essential, and we are eager to
raise scholarship funds.

________
Dean Lichter replies:
The reasons behind the rising costs of medical education are myriad and involve a complex set of interconnected social, economic, technological, educational and
scientific factors.
As medicine has become more and more specialized,
and discoveries have pushed the frontiers of knowledge
to new limits, the infrastructure supporting that
progress — laboratories, equipment, materials and
staff — has grown more specialized and expensive as a
result. Just the cost of supplying the
infrastructure to run our curriculum
and serve our students approaches $7
million annually, a cost we incur before
compensating any department for the
thousands of hours of faculty time and
effort involved in teaching.
Vast changes have taken place in how
we educate our students, including
sophisticated computerized instruction
in anatomy (see the article on page 34);
the utilization of digital photomicrographs in histology and pathology; a full
clinical assessment exam with 15 separate stations supervised by senior faculty
members, complete with standardized
patients to ensure that students graduate
not only with knowledge that can be tested on written exams but also with clinical
skills that can be tested only by one-on-one
student-faculty interaction; and computerized patient simulators to teach students
about emergency care such as resuscitation before
they have to perform this on a living patient. These
and many more expensive additions have contributed

Despite these ever mounting costs, we have held our
tuition increases to three percent annually for the last
three years, the smallest increase in tuition of any
school or college in the University. This increase barely
covers our inflationary costs to say nothing of our
increasing program costs. We are trying to avoid passing these increased costs to our students and adding to
their debt burden even further. There can be no doubt
that greater scholarship support is absolutely essential,
and we are eager to raise scholarship funds. Without
such funds, we simply cannot continue to attract outstanding students to the field of medicine and compete
with our peer institutions for the best and brightest of
these students.

Gender-specific
Education Reflects
Fragmented
Society
The rationale for the Women’s
Health Program at the University
of Michigan (“Bitter Pills: The
Long Struggle to Achieve Equality
in Women’s Health Care,” Spring
2001) is based on many false
assumptions.
If you were a Martian and journeyed to earth and found that
women out-live males by almost
six years, which gender would you
think was not appropriately cared
for? Which gender is encouraged
and, for the most part, obtains routine yearly examinations (paps ➤
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and mammograms) and accounts for almost 60 percent of physician visits? For more information read
the chapter “Sisterhood and Medicine” in PC, M.D.
(Politically Correct, M.D.) by Sally Saltel, M.D.
Gender-specific education is yet another example of
victimology and separatism which have become all
too common in America’s increasingly fragmented
society.
Richard F. Lockey, M.D.
(Residency 1970)
Tampa, Florida
Timothy R. B. Johnson, M.D. (Residency 1979),
chair of the Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, replies:
Gender battles! In my specialty, male physicians are
starting to feel intimidated by the large number of
women choosing the specialty and the many women
patients who prefer a female provider. Medical students
are asking faculty about career choices with gender
issues in mind. Encountering discrimination for the
first time is a very uncomfortable — and very illuminating — experience.
I do agree with Dr. Lockey that there are many health
disparities where men appear disadvantaged. In
Russia, women outlive men by almost 12 years and the
gap is widening.
It is important to do the gender analysis to identify the
disparity and try to understand it. It is my hope that
gender-focused research will lead to improved understandings that will benefit both men and women (and
sometimes men even more than women).
Interested readers should check out the recent Institute
of Medicine report, Exploring the Biological
Contributions to Human Health: Does Sex Matter?
(Wizemann and Pardue, editors, National Academy
Press, Washington, DC, 2001).
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The celebration of the excellence of animal care at
Michigan attending Dan Ringler’s retirement
(Winter 2001) reminds me that it was not always so.
I grew up as a teacher in medical schools in the old
days beginning in 1941 when the only creatures
treated worse than the medical students were the
animals. Animal quarters were usually cared for by
failed farmers or otherwise unemployables sent by
the personnel office, and the quarters were the sinkholes of creation.
Photo courtesy of ULAM

________

The Respect They Deserve

In the 1950s the
National Institutes of
Health recognized the
problem and began a
program to correct it.
Veterinarians, preferably those with experience in education,
were given special
training and then
sent out to medical
schools accompanied
by substantial grants
with the mission not
only to improve aniBennet Cohen
mal quarters, but to
see to it that animals used in teaching and research
were legally acquired and maintained in good and
healthy condition. Bennet Cohen was one such veterinarian. He had a Ph.D. in physiology from
Northwestern University, and his first job was at
UCLA. I knew Ben as I evaluated his research grant
requests when I was on the physiology study sec tion
a n d I h a d appointed him chairman of the
American Physiological Society’s Animal Care
Committee when I was the Society’s president.

I inherited management of animal quarters when I
became chairman of Michigan’s Department of
Physiology in 1956. I was not good at the job, and
every so often a faculty member pointed that out to
me. When dogs were needed, great iron cages were
sent to the Detroit pound in a truck hired from
Godfrey Moving. The cages were accompanied by
the man who took care of the animal quarters and
by a bottle of whiskey provided by David Bohr to
lubricate the good will of the Detroit pound keep-

ers. When the cages returned the dogs were let loose
in the dog runs on the roof of East Medical Building.
Members of the faculty rushed to claim the better
dogs for their acute experiments. No one could do a
chronic experiment, for even an originally healthy
dog would soon die. Rats bought from the Charles
River Company were housed in dirty cages
in a windowless room.
One Monday morning in 1961 I
received a letter from Ben Cohen.
He was unhappy at UCLA. Was
there a job for him at Michigan?
Thus began the progressive era of
animal care at Michigan.
Dean Hubbard used $50,000 to build
a structure to Cohen’s specifications
on the back of Med Sci II, and Cohen
soon had his Unit for Laboratory
Animal Medicine going. Dogs collected
by Dan Ringler from pounds all over
southern Michigan were washed,
wormed and immunized before they
were turned over to an investigator, and
dogs used in the student laboratory were
clean. I could do long-term experiments on healthy
dogs prepared with Heidenhain pouches by Max
Bree, a big, bouncy veterinarian hired by Ben Cohen
to help him. Calves were ready for surgeons to practice heart transplantation. Monkeys and pigs were
supplied as required, and rat cages were washed onschedule. Each department’s animal quarters were
staffed by someone appointed, trained and supervised by ULAM. I’m proud to say that animal care at
Michigan has been exemplary ever since, and I’m
happy to have been there when animals began to get
the respect they deserved.
Horace W. Davenport, D.Sc.
William Beaumont Professor Emeritus of Physiology
Birmingham, Alabama

Essay Recounts the Scientific
Contributions of James V. Neel
The Winter 2002 issue of Perspectives in Biology and
Medicine (volume 45, number 1) contains an essay,
“Perspectives Fulfilled: The Work and
Thought of J.V. Neel (1915-2000),” by
Kenneth M. Weiss and William J. Schull,
that may be of interest to many members of the Michigan community. The
authors, who are longtime friends and
colleagues of Neel, have written an
interesting and informative account
of Neel's scientific work — from his
research with the Atomic Bomb
Casualty Commission to his studies
of indigenous populations in the
Amazon — and of the world view
that motivated and informed his
research.
Perspectives in Biology and
Medicine is an interdisciplinary
scholarly journal published by the
Johns Hopkins University Press. Members of the
Michigan community can access the journal in electronic format via project Muse — http://
muse.jhu.edu/journals/pbm — the electronic publishing project of the Johns Hopkins University
Press.
Robert Perlman
Editor
The University of Chicago

Correction
Medicine at Michigan’s listing of 2001 faculty and
student awards in the Fall 2001 edition (page 43)
inadvertently omitted the MCAS Scholarship
Service Award, presented to then-third-year medical student Jeff Angobaldo.
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Above the Huron
Surgery Gets New Chair
Medical School has appointed surMulholland, M.D., Ph.D., to
TchairhegeonitsU-MMichael
Department of Surgery; his appointment, effective February 1, fills the vacancy left
by the retirement of Lazar Greenfield, M.D. The
Department includes the sections of General
Surgery, Plastic and Reconstructive
Surgery, Thoracic Surgery, Pediatric
Surgery, Vascular Surgery and Oral
Surgery.

“I believe the
Department can
become recognized as
the premier surgery
department in the
U.S., and I’m looking
forward to being a
part of this initiative.”
—Michael Mulholland

“With expertise and ongoing
accomplishments in education,
research, and clinical care,
Michael Mulholland is a true
‘triple threat,’” says Allen Lichter,
M.D., dean of the Medical School.
“He is well prepared to take his
place in the line of great surgeons
who have led the Department in
the past.”

Mulholland has been a member of the
Department of Surgery since 1988. He was
associate chairman for research from 1993-97.
Since 1997 he has been the section head for
General Surgery and director of the General
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Surgery Residency Program. He was also associate chairman for education from 1997-2000.
“Mike is a splendid surgeon, an excellent,
well-funded researcher, and an outstanding
departmental and institutional leader,” says
Gilbert S. Omenn, M.D., Ph.D., U-M executive
vice president for medical affairs and CEO of
the U-M Health System.
Prior to joining the U-M, Mulholland was an
assistant professor in the Department of
Surgery at the University of Washington in
Seattle. He is a graduate of Northwestern
University and Northwestern University Medical
School. He completed post-graduate training in
general surgery at the University of Minnesota
in Minneapolis, where he also received his
Ph.D. in surgery.
Mulholland’s clinical interests focus on gastrointestinal surgery, including laparoscopic
surgery and surgical endoscopy. Special interests include pancreaticobiliary disease, inflammatory bowel disease, gastric diseases and
advanced laparoscopic surgery. Mulholland’s
research interests include neurocrine control of
digestive activity.
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U-M Depression Center
is the First
of Its Kind in the U.S.
Photo: Kurt Parfitt

E

first comprehensive center devoted to depression treatment, research
education, has been established at the University of Michigan Health System.
Theandnation’s
Photo: Marcia Ledford

The new Depression Center will expand and
unite the U-M’s extensive clinical and laboratory
research programs; patient, family and community education programs; and training programs
for health care professionals and students with
the wide range of coordinated patient care services available at the U-M Health System. Its broad
scope will allow the U-M to advance the field of
depression on all fronts.

Michael Mulholland

“The Surgery Department has a tradition of
service to the Michigan community and its
patients through its technical brilliance and
innovation. I believe the Department can
become recognized as the premier surgery
department in the U.S., and I’m looking forward to being a part of this initiative,”
Mulholland says.
Mulholland is the author of more than 100 articles, 50 chapters, and seven textbooks, and he
is a co-editor of the textbook Surgery:
Scientific Principles and Practice which has
become the leading text in the field. He will
become the senior editor for the next edition.
Mulholland currently has four active clinical
trials, all funded by NIH. He holds board certifications in surgery and critical care and as a
medical examiner.
—Mary Beth Reilly

“The time is right to focus all our resources on
understanding and defeating this illness, and John Greden
the social stigma it carries, so we can help the
18 million Americans who suffer from depression every year,” says John Greden, M.D., the
Center’s executive director. Greden is chair of
the Department of Psychiatry and the Rachel
Upjohn Professor of Psychiatry and Clinical
Neurosciences at the U-M Medical School.
According to Greden, the new Center will
address depression in people of all ages, as
well as the postpartum, bipolar and treatmentresistant forms. A network of more than 100
physicians, scientists, psychologists, social
workers, nurses and staff will care for patients,
conduct research and provide education.

“The time is
right to focus all
our resources
on understanding and defeating this illness
so we can help
the 18 million
Americans who
suffer from
depression
every year.”

“We hope to lead the way in accelerating the
pace of neuroscience research in depression, —John Greden
bringing the products of that research to
patients, and reaching out to those who are coping with depression, those who care
for them and those who make decisions about their care,” says Greden.
—Kara Gavin
Read more about the Depression Center, at:
www.med.umich.edu/depression
www.med.umich.edu/opm/newspage/depctr.htm
See John Greden’s Web page at:
www.med.umich.edu/psych/faculty/greden/greden.htm
For patient information on depression, visit:
www.med.umich.edu/1libr/mental/depres03.htm
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Since 1924,
The Journal of
Clinical Investigation
has published
research on the basic
science behind
clinical advances.
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John B. Lowe

Steve Weiss

David Ginsburg

High Impact

evaluations of thousands of submitted manuscripts. Only 14 or 15 papers are accepted for
each of the Journal’s 24 issues every year.

Scientific Reputation of Journal Increases Under U-M Editorial
Guidance

“Steve has a reputation as a no-nonsense, rigorous scientist who never compromises his
standards,” says Lowe. “During his five years
as editor, his focus on publishing the best possible science has made it much more difficult
to have a paper accepted for publication and
has roughly halved the size of JCI. I can’t say
he’s made a lot of friends, but the quality of the
publication has definitely improved.”

t’s not as though Steve Weiss didn’t have
enough to do. An expert on tissue-damaging enzymes involved in inflammatory disease and metastatic cancer, Weiss juggles the
demands of managing an active research laboratory with the teaching and administrative
responsibilities required of a U-M professor of
internal medicine.

I

But the opportunity to serve as editor of one of
the world’s premier biomedical research journals, The Journal of Clinical Investigation, was
simply too good to pass up. “We knew it
would be a real feather in Michigan’s cap if we
were able to move the Journal here,” says
Weiss, M.D., the E. Gifford and Love Barnett
Upjohn Professor of Internal Medicine and
Oncology. “We felt it was an opportunity to
serve the Department and the Medical School.
And since the Journal focuses on science and
biomedical research — topics near and dear
to the heart of all active investigators — we
thought it might actually be fun.”
The Journal of Clinical Investigation is the official publication of the American Society of
Clinical Investigation (ASCI), a prestigious organization with about
2,600 physician-scientist
members working in
academic medicine.
Since 1924, the Journal
has published research
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on the basic science behind clinical advances.
Every five years, ASCI members choose a new
editor to manage the Journal, and the editor
appoints a new editorial board from faculty at
his or her medical school.
Weiss became JCI’s editor in March of 1997.
To assist with day-to-day management, he
appointed two deputy editors —David Ginsburg,
M.D., a Warner-Lambert/Parke-Davis Professor
of Medicine, professor of internal medicine and
of human genetics in the U-M Medical School;
and John B. Lowe, M.D., a Warner-Lambert/
Parke-Davis Professor of Medicine and professor of pathology in the Medical School. Ginsburg
and Lowe also are investigators in the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute.
Weiss convinced 10 other U-M faculty members to volunteer as associate editors
who read and make initial

In their spare time, Weiss, Ginsburg, Lowe and
the U-M editorial board also modernized JCI’s
entire administrative infrastructure, converted
to a computerized manuscript tracking and
management system, and actually made
money in the process. They stress that none of
it would have been possible without the
superb administrative staff that manages the
JCI office.
“We are most proud of our success in advancing
the scientific reputation of the Journal,” says
Weiss. “Scientific journals are ranked by something called an impact factor, which
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For more information on The
Journal of Clinical Investigation:
www.jci.org

“Steve [Weiss] has
a reputation as
a no-nonsense,
rigorous scientist
who never
compromises his
standards.” —John Lowe

For information on the American
Society of Clinical Investigation,
go to: www.asci-jci.org

The Journal of Clinical Investigation
Editorial Board:
Stephen J. Weiss, M.D., Editor
David Ginsburg, M.D., Deputy Editor
John B. Lowe, M.D., Deputy Editor

Associate Editors:
Laurence A. Boxer, M.D., professor of pediatrics and
communicable diseases
Eric R. Fearon, M.D., Ph.D., Emanual N. Maisel Professor
of Oncology; associate professor of internal medicine,
pathology and human genetics
David A. Fox, M.D., professor of internal medicine
Ronald J. Koenig, M.D., Ph.D., professor of internal medicine

takes into account the frequency with which published articles are cited by other scientists. In the
last two years, our rankings have significantly
exceeded those of our former competitors.”
On March 1 the U-M Medical School’s responsibility as host institution for JCI’s editorship
ended and a new editor, Andrew Marks, M.D.,
from Columbia University, took charge. The U-M
editorial board is looking forward to a break
from what Lowe describes as the “relentless
stream” of incoming manuscripts.

this,” admits Weiss. “By asking all the editors
to read carefully each of the papers they handle and to meet weekly to discuss thousands of
submitted papers, we ended up making commitments to the process that far exceeded anyone’s expectations. But without a consistent
effort to improve the product in a competitive
world, the Journal would have suffered. I think
our greatest service has been serving as the
authors’ advocates to help them improve the
impact of their work for the general readership,
as well as the scientific community at large.”
—Sally Pobojewski

“If I could do it over, I sure would like to come
up with a better way of spending less time at

Steven L. Kunkel, Ph.D., professor of pathology
Benjamin L. Margolis, M.D.,
professor of internal medicine and biological chemistry;
associate investigator, Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Gary J. Nabel, M.D., Ph.D., director, Vaccine Research
Center, National Institutes of Health and U-M
professor of internal medicine and biological chemistry
(on leave)
Elizabeth G. Nabel, M.D., director, Clinical Research
Program, Division of Intramural Research, National Heart,
Lung, & Blood Institute, National Institutes of Health
Alan R. Saltiel, Ph.D., U-M Life Sciences Institute; professor of internal medicine and physiology
James A. Shayman, M.D., professor of pharmacology
and internal medicine

Omenn to Step Down as U-M Executive Vice
President for Medical Affairs
Photo: D.C. Goings

E

ormer U-M President Lee
Bollinger announced in DecFember
2001 that Gilbert S.
Omenn, M.D., Ph.D., will step
down upon completion of his
term as the U-M’s first executive
vice president for medical affairs,
effective July 31.
Bollinger said that Omenn “has
devoted himself entirely to the
University and to the Health
Gilbert S. Omenn
System” and achieved many of
the objectives for which the position was created in 1997,
including creating a vision of an integrated health system
and achieving synergy across the Medical School, hospitals and health centers, and M-CARE; strengthening the
faculty and faculty research support in the Medical School;
and progressively enhancing the national standing of the
hospitals, Medical School and M-CARE, all of which have
significantly improved their national rankings.

“Always striving for excellence and always looking to
make improvements, he [Omenn] set a very high standard
and helped take this Medical School to a higher level of
achievement,” said Allen S. Lichter, M.D., dean of the
Medical School.
Omenn, who also holds the title of professor of internal
medicine, human genetics and public health, came to the
U-M from the University of
Washington where he “Always striving for excellence and
served as dean of the always looking to make improveSchool of Public Health. ments, he set a very high standard
He was associate director and helped take this Medical
of the White House Office
of Science and Technology School to a higher level of
Policy and the Office of achievement.”
—Dean Allen S. Lichter
Management and Budget
during the Carter administration. After a year’s leave Omenn intends to take up a faculty role at the U-M.
—Kara Gavin
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he U-M Board of Regents has
approved a striking architectural
design emphasizing light and
curves for the Medical School’s
new $220-million Biomedical
Science Research Building. The
south wall of the building is a
curved, glass ribbon of office
space, which is separated from
the terra cotta- and metal-clad
laboratory areas by a sky-lit atrium.

T

U-M Biomedical Research
to Gain New Facility

Comprised of more than 470,000
square feet, the BSRB will be the
largest research facility on campus, covering an entire city block.
Faculty working on similar projects will find it easier to work
together in the building’s 240 laboratory modules, because workspace will be flexible, organized
around scientific themes rather
than the traditional departmentbased model.
“The Medical School recognizes
that scientific collaboration and innovation are
essential to making significant advances in
biomedical research,” says Allen Lichter, M.D.,
dean of the U-M Medical School. “The building’s unique design will foster multidisciplinary collaborations and create conditions for
accelerated visionary research and training,
which we hope will profoundly impact science
and clinical care.”
According to Lichter, programmatic research
themes likely to be located in the new BSRB
will include:
• Geriatrics and biogerontology — cellular
and molecular biology of aging and late life
• Immunology — basic, translational and
clinical investigations of how the immune
system defends against viruses, bacteria
and other pathogens
• Cardiovascular science — genetics,
developmental biology and design of treatment strategies for the heart and its blood
vessels
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• Cellular and molecular therapeutics —
integration of the disciplines of genetics,
biochemistry, microbiology, immunology
and cell biology at the cellular and molecular levels for a better understanding of
health and disease
• Organogenesis — unraveling the basic
mechanisms by which organs and tissues
are formed and maintained in order to correct acquired and genetic human diseases
• Neuroscience — understanding the fundamental biology of brain cells, functions of the
brain, and the impact of genetic variations for
improved treatment of brain disorders
Its focus on collaborative, multidisciplinary
research and its location on the medical campus will make the BSRB an important hub in
the development of the U-M Life Sciences
Initiative. The Initiative is a campus-wide
effort to coordinate and expand research and
teaching in all areas of study that are influenced by the life sciences.

In the six-level building, approximately
263,000 square feet will be designed for wet
research laboratories, laboratory support
space, offices, interaction space and a 300seat, below-ground-level auditorium.
The BSRB, scheduled for occupancy in 2005,
will be located across Huron Street from the
U-M’s Palmer Drive Development, which
includes the new U-M Life Sciences Institute.
—Mary Beth Reilly
For additional construction details about the
BSRB, visit:
www.plantext.bf.umich.edu
To take a virtual tour through the new building,
go to:
www.med.umich.edu/medschool/video/index.
html
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urgeons in the U-M Health System
have a new high-tech assistant — a
$1-million, seven-foot-tall robot, which
has proven its worth already in several
surgical procedures.

U-M Surgeons

Photos: Gregory Fox

Go Robotic

S

U-M is one of the first hospitals in the
U.S. to perform robot-assisted surgery
since the FDA approved its use for
laparoscopic surgery in July 2000.
On October 15, 2001, Juan Arenas, M.D.,
an assistant professor of surgery in the
U-M Medical School, used the robotic
device for a laparoscopic living kidney
donation. The surgery was a success and
the patient made a full recovery. The robot
also has been used for prostate removal,
hysterectomies, and several surgeries to
remove organs for transplant.

Juan Arenas

controlling remotely the surgical instruments. Although a second surgeon and
medical assistants are next to the
patient, Arenas performs the entire procedure using the arms of the robot.

Juan Arenas operates from a console a few feet
away from the patient using the arms of the robot.

“The primary advantage of robotic surgery is that it provides a full range of
motion similar to a human’s wrist.
Traditional laparoscopic surgery doesn’t
allow that,” Arenas says. “But the robot
goes beyond just wrist movement. It can
actually rotate 360 degrees, something
humans could never do. This gives surgeons more precise and accurate movements.”
Instead of performing surgery by the
patient’s side, Arenas operates from a
console a few feet away, viewing a threedimensional image of the incision and

Laparoscopic surgery is minimally invasive, because it is performed through a
small incision rather than a large opening.
Surgeons slide a tiny video camera inside
the patient’s body and operate with small
instruments. In robot-assisted surgery,
the robot actually has three arms — one
holds the camera, and two perform the
operation.
The robot was created by Intuitive
Surgical Incorporated. Before using it,
surgeons must undergo extensive laparoscopic training, in addition to training
from the company on how to operate the
machine.
Arenas emphasizes that the robot isn’t
intended to replace the surgeon. “The
robot literally gives us an extra set of
hands at the operating table,” he notes.
“It’s the next major step in surgery for
the 21st century.”
—Carrie Hagen

To learn more about the U-M’s new
robotic surgical assistant, go to:
www.intuitivesurgical.com
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research. Bioinformatics applies sophisticated
computational methods to biomedical and scientific research, especially in molecular biology
and genomics. States, who began his U-M
duties July 1, 2001, was also appointed professor of human genetics.
“David possesses a rare combination of
administrative experience, research expertise
and a solid background in the biological sciences and computer science,” says Medical
School Dean Allen S. Lichter. “Private corporations and research universities are all competing for individuals with backgrounds in these
areas. The fact that he chose to come here is
a testament to the quality of the U-M’s reputation in biomedical research.”
States comes from Washington University
School of Medicine in St. Louis where he was
director of the Institute for Biomedical
Computing and an associate professor of
genetics. His research focuses on minor genetic
variations and how they affect gene regulation
and people’s response to infection or immunerelated medical conditions.
“Bioinformatics is inherently multidisciplinary,” says States, “and the University of
Michigan is strong in all the relevant areas —
especially human genetics, cell biology, engineering and medicine. I was attracted by the
opportunity to build a new bioinformatics program at a large research university. My fiveyear goal is to make it one of the top-ranked
bioinformatics programs in the country.”
States received his M.D. and Ph.D. degrees
from Harvard in 1983. He completed his residency in internal medicine at the University of
California-San Diego in 1986. Before joining
Washington University, States was a clinical
associate for the National Institutes of Health
and a senior staff fellow at the NIH National
Center for Biotechnology Information in
Washington, D.C.

Found:
n international research team led by
University of Michigan Medical School
scientists Marci Lesperance, M.D., and
Margit Burmeister, Ph.D., has identified a gene
responsible for an unusual type of hearing loss
called low frequency sensorineural hearing loss.

A

David States

“Our students are
in excellent hands.”
–Michael Savageau

“We are delighted that David States is heading the bioinformatics program at Michigan
and joining the Department,” says Thomas D.
Gelehrter, M.D., professor and chair of Human
Genetics in the U-M Medical School. “His
breadth of interests and expertise will greatly
strengthen our efforts in genomics and the
genetics of common complex diseases.”
As director of the program, States will recruit
and hire four new junior faculty members and
technical support staff for a new Bioinformatics
Core Facility to assist U-M research faculty
and graduate students. States also directs the
U-M’s new graduate program in bioinformatics, which began last fall.
“Eight students have been accepted; six are
pursuing Ph.D. degrees and two are working
toward Master’s degrees,” says Michael A.
Savageau, Ph.D., professor and chair of
Microbiology and Immunology in the U-M
Medical School. Savageau served as interim
director for the bioinformatics program and
chaired the committee that developed the curriculum and initial courses for the new graduate program. “David already has taken an active
role in shaping the program,” says Savageau.
“Our students are in excellent hands.”
—Sally Pobojewski
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U-M researchers discovered that children who
inherit one copy of the mutated gene called
WFS1 gradually lose their ability to hear lowfrequency sounds. The hearing loss becomes
more severe over time, and eventually hearing
aids are required. Patients with different types
of mutations affecting both copies of the gene
develop Wolfram Syndrome 1 — a rare, devastating condition involving juvenile diabetes,
optic atrophy, and often deafness and psychiatric illness.
Photo: Marcia Ledford

avid J. States, M.D., Ph.D., was selected to
lead the U-M Medical School’s new bioinD
formatics program for graduate education and

Photo: Bill Wood

Medical School Appoints Director for New
Bioinformatics Program

Margit Burmeister

H U R O N
Photo: Marcia Ledford
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New Gene for Lost Hearing
Marci Lesperance

The wider significance of this discovery is that
mutations in this gene may be a common cause
of low-frequency hearing loss in the general
population, even in those who may be unaware
that their hearing loss could be inherited.
Results of the study appeared in the October 22,
2001, issue of Human
Molecular Genetics, published online November 20
at http://hmg.oupjournals.
org.

human genetics in the Medical School and
senior associate research scientist in the
Mental Health Research Institute. “Even
though these mutations changed just one
amino acid in the string of 890 amino acids
that make up the protein, it was enough to
produce progressive hearing loss.”

Lesperance believes
there may be a connection between
mutations in WFS1
and the more common form of progressive sensorineural
hearing loss involving
high-frequency
sounds like human
speech.

“Discovering a new gene
and its related protein
gives scientists another
piece of information to
increase their understanding of inner ear development and function,” says
Lesperance, an assistant
professor of otolaryngology
in the U-M Medical
School. “These proteins
are produced in tiny amounts in the inner ear
or cochlea — an area that is inaccessible for
tissue sampling and difficult to study.”

Lesperance’s research team worked closely
with Burmeister and Irina Bespalova, Ph.D., of
U-M’s Mental Health Research Institute, as
well as with collaborators at the University of
Antwerp and Rockefeller University, to identify
mutations in six families from the U.S. and The
Netherlands with a history of low frequency
hearing loss.
“Affected individuals in each family had one of
five minor variations called missense mutations in their WFS1 gene,” says Burmeister, an
associate professor of psychiatry and of

One of the most
challenging parts of
the study was locating families with this
type of hearing loss.
“People who can’t
hear low-frequency
sounds may not be
aware of it, because
their ability to understand speech isn’t
affected,” adds
Lesperance. “So it’s
possible that this
type of hearing loss
is more common than
we think. Many people in these families did not
know about their hearing loss until they went
to a rock concert and temporarily lost hearing
in the high frequencies, as well.”
Lesperance believes there may be a connection between mutations in WFS1 and the more
common form of progressive sensorineural
hearing loss involving high-frequency sounds
like human speech. While family members
with WFS1 mutations had low-frequency hearing loss as children, they often lost the ability
to hear high-frequency sound as they got
older. “High-frequency hearing loss is caused
by aging, noise exposure or drug toxicity, but
mutations in WFS1 might make people more
susceptible,” she says.

Lesperance also wants to explore possible
involvement of the WFS1 gene in Meniere’s
Disease — a common, disabling condition that
combines periodic attacks of low-frequency
hearing loss with severe vertigo and tinnitus,
or ringing in the ears.
The study was funded by the National
Institutes of Health, the U-M Biomedical
Research Council, the University of Antwerp
and the Flemish FWO, the Starr Center for
Human Genetics and the American Hearing
Research Foundation.
Collaborators from the University of Michigan
included Irina N. Bespalova, Ph.D., former
research investigator, now an assistant professor of psychiatry at Mount Sinai School of
Medicine; David J. Brown, M.D., house officer
in otolaryngology; Ayse E. Erson, a graduate
student in human genetics; Purnima Kurnool,
former research associate; and Theru A.
Sivakumaran, Ph.D., research fellow in otolaryngology.
—Sally Pobojewski
For more information on inherited hearing
loss and Lesperance’s research, visit:
www.med.umich.edu/childhearinginfo
http://otosclerosis.khri.med.umich.edu
www.khri.med.umich.edu/research/
lesperance_lab/index.htm
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To Tell the Truth…or Not
The Influences Behind Medical Decisions
Photo: Marcia Ledford

As an example, Ubel cites a woman who must decide
between several treatments for breast cancer. “As her
physician, should I tell her what to do or suggest a second
opinion? What is the best way to explain her treatment
options? Should I use numbers or graphs? How do I know
she understands what I’m saying?”
When psychologists study decision-making, Ubel says the
research subjects are usually undergraduates or consumers
deciding which product to purchase. “We want to focus on
how people make medical decisions, such as what motivates a physician to appeal a managed care decision?”

Peter A. Ubel

et’s say your patient is a 55-year-old woman with stable
Lthough
severe angina caused by coronary artery disease. Even
she takes the maximum amount of medication, she
still has chest pain with low levels of physical activity. Her
insurance company won’t pay for bypass surgery unless her
symptoms get worse. What would you do?
In a recent random survey of 890 physicians using similar scenarios, 11 percent of doctors said they would misrepresent
the patient’s condition to obtain HMO approval for surgery or
additional procedures. Seventy-seven percent said they
would appeal the decision, and only 12 percent said they
would accept it. The survey was conducted by Peter A. Ubel,
M.D., an associate professor of internal medicine in the U-M
Medical School and a research investigator at the Ann Arbor
Veterans Administration Medical Center.
Ubel directs the Program for Improving Health Care
Decisions, a new research program funded jointly by the
U-M and Ann Arbor’s Veterans Administration Medical
Center. “Our goal is to conduct interdisciplinary research on
how patients, clinicians and policymakers make health care
decisions,” says Ubel.
“In medical school, we learn about the Krebs cycle and
Latin names for every point where muscle attaches to bone
— information we rarely use again,” he says. “But we
learn almost nothing about how humans make decisions,
especially when they are overwhelmed with information.”
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In his survey, Ubel discovered
that the severity of the
patient’s condition and the
“hassle factor” — the amount
of time required by the appeals
process and the likelihood of a
successful appeal — were all
directly related to a physician’s
willingness to deceive the
insurance company. The sicker
the patient and the greater the
hassle factor, the more likely
the physician was to lie.

The severity of
the patient’s condition and the
“hassle factor”—
the amount of
time required by
the appeals
process and the
likelihood of
a successful
appeal — were all
directly related to
a physician’s willingness to deceive
the insurance
company.

“It’s important to not see this
as an us-versus-them issue,”
says Ubel. “We ought to see it
as how to find the best way to
give people appropriate care,
while restraining the use of
expensive tests that bring
small benefits. The more it is
seen as us-versus-them, the
more doctors will begin playing by their own rules. If that
happens, it is everyone’s problem.”

Angela Fagerlin, Ph.D., a research investigator in the U-M
Medical School, is a co-author on the study, along with
Rachel M. Werner, M.D., now a research fellow at the
University of Pennsylvania, and G. Caleb Alexander, M.D.,
now a research fellow at the University of Chicago.
—Sally Pobojewski
For more information on the Program for Improving Health
Care Decisions or to participate in their “Decision of the
Month,” go to: www.med.umich.edu/pihcd
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Medical School’s 152nd Class
Welcomed at Annual White Coat
Ceremony
A late-summer downpour did nothing to dampen the spirits of incoming firstyear medical students, their families and friends at the University of
Michigan’s sixth White Coat Ceremony held last August at the Power Center
in Ann Arbor. The 170 members of the Class of 2005 donned their first white
lab coats to mark the beginning of their medical training. In welcoming the
students to Michigan’s medical community, Dean Allen S. Lichter (M.D.
1972) told them they are “part of a long legacy and rich tradition,” and that
part of becoming a physician at the U-M Medical School is taking responsibility for being an alumnus/a of the institution. Dean Lichter acknowledged
Detroit-area attorney Karl Schettenhelm, trustee for the Norman Mette
Foundation, for the Foundation’s ongoing scholarship support, as well as
Robert Goldsmith, M.D., representing the Class of 1951 which established a
scholarship awarded this year for the first time. The dean also acknowledged the faculty of the Department of Pathology for endowing the Paul W.
Gikas Scholarship in honor of the pathology professor and former assistant
dean of admissions.
The White Coat Ceremony is sponsored by the Medical School and by the
Medical Center Alumni Society, the School’s alumni/ae organization.
Visit www.med.umich.edu/magazine to see additional photos from
this event.

Kellogg Geneticist Works to Decode Riddle of

Macular Degeneration
acular degeneration is a slow, relentless
deterioration of central vision that cannot
M
be corrected with glasses or surgery. Thirteen
million people in the U.S. alone now suffer
from some form of the disease, a number that
will increase to 45 million by 2030. With no
cure currently available, scientists are looking
to genetic research for answers.
Kellogg Eye Center faculty member Radha
Ayyagari, Ph.D., has been studying families in
which members of all ages, from teenagers to
the elderly, experience vision loss. “Macular
degeneration is one of the leading causes of
blindness in the world,” she says, “and with
an aging population, we will see more of this
disease in the years ahead.”
Macular degeneration is a complex inherited
disease whose many forms have puzzled
researchers for decades. Although most people begin to suffer the effects of macular
degeneration only after the age of 60, some
begin to lose vision much earlier. “One person
in a family will get the disease in his or her
20s, while a sibling won’t be affected until
age 50 or older,” Ayyagari says. Macular

degeneration is considered a multi-factorial
disease because the environment, diet, or
some other external factor may combine with
one or even many genetic defects to produce
the disease.
Ayyagari hopes to clarify the role of genetics
in the disease by studying large four- and fivegeneration families who suffer from “earlyonset” macular degeneration. By selecting
patients who begin to lose central vision in
their early 40s, as compared to the typical
onset at age 60, she can collect more — and
more varied — information about the progression of macular degeneration. The ultimate
goal of Ayyagari’s research is to develop treatments that will delay the onset, slow the progression, or prevent the disease altogether.
After identifying the gene or genes that cause
macular degeneration, Ayyagari will eventually
be able to develop a test to help diagnose individuals at risk for the disease.
She is particularly interested in why members
of a single family are affected at varying ages
— or not at all — and uses a multi-genera-

Radha Ayyagari

tional chart or “pedigree” to give her a picture.
“A genetic defect obviously exists,” she
explains, “but something is protecting certain
family members from the disease. If you can
identify what stimulates the good gene, you
can protect other family members.” By studying the disease across generations, Ayyagari
hopes to get at the cause — and some day the
cure — for macular degeneration.
—Randall Wallach
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esearchers led by David Ginsburg, M.D.—
a Warner-Lambert/Parke-Davis Professor
R
of Medicine, professor of internal medicine

Photo: Bill Wood

Discovery of Blood-Clotting
Disorder Suggests New Treatment
and of human genetics, and a Howard Hughes
Medical Institute investigator in the U-M
Medical School — have discovered the cause
of an inherited blood-clotting disorder, thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura or TTP, which
can lead to deadly kidney failure or stroke.
In a paper published in the October 4, 2001,
issue of Nature, the research team reported
that TTP is caused by mutations in a gene that
makes an important enzyme ineffective. Now
that the cause is known, it might be possible to
treat people with TTP by giving them an active
form of the enzyme, in the same way that people with hemophilia receive clotting factor.
“The cause of the disease was a mystery,”
says Ginsburg. “Patients suddenly became
very ill and the only treatment was replacing
their blood plasma.”
Earlier studies had implicated a clotting-related
protein known as von Willebrand factor (VWF)
in the disorder. These studies found that the
blood of TTP patients showed an abnormally
large form of the VWF protein. The protein had
not been cut into two smaller sizes, as is normally the case. According to Ginsburg, this led
scientists to believe that a defect in a proteinclipping enzyme called a protease might be
responsible for TTP.
An assay developed at the Montefiore Medical
Center and Albert Einstein College of Medicine
was used to test blood samples from four families with an inherited form of TTP. The assay
showed that family members with TTP had low
VWF protease activity, while carriers of the
disease showed medium levels of activity and
unaffected individuals had normal levels.
“The findings seemed too good to be true,” says
Ginsburg. “They clearly showed the presence of
a recessive gene in which all the carriers, who
had one good copy and one bad copy of the gene,
had about half the level of protease activity.”
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(left to right): David Ginsburg, Beth McGee, David Motto, Angela Yang, David Siemieniak and Gallia Levy

Gallia G. Levy, a graduate student in the U-M
Medical School and lead author on the paper,
then narrowed the area containing the disease gene to one region of chromosome 9.
When Levy studied TTP patients for mutations
in this target region, she found the mutations
in a gene for a protease called ADAMTS.
According to Ginsburg, Levy’s findings open
the way to understanding how and why this
enzyme cleaves VWF and how the failure to
cleave the protein causes disease.
“Our current hypothesis is that the large form
of VWF is too sticky. Unless the protease cuts
it into two smaller forms, it spontaneously
sticks to blood platelets and clogs vessels,”
says Ginsburg.
“It doesn’t appear to take much of this protease to treat the disease and it lasts for
awhile in the blood,” Ginsburg adds. “So it
might be possible to give people with TTP a
periodic injection of the enzyme to maintain
their protease activity. Such treatment would
work better and be safer than plasma
exchange, because of the risk of complications from infusions.”

The research was supported by the National
Institutes of Health and the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute. Kenneth R. Start, M.D.,
Ph.D., a U-M house officer in internal medicine
collaborated in the study, along with Howard
Hughes Medical Institute research specialists
Angela Y. Yang and David R. Siemieniak and
Beth M. McGee, research technician.
—Adapted by Sally Pobojewski from
information provided by Howard Hughes
Medical Institute
See the complete story at:
www.hhmi.org/news/ginsburg.html
Learn more about Dr. Ginsburg’s research at:
www.hhmi.org/research/investigators/
ginsburg.html
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Ezra Lowe with West Middle School Students Rabia Haji-Hassan, Indrea
Joplin and Ryan Gore.
Photo: J. Adrian Wylie

Spotlight on
Student Research
The 47th Annual Biomedical Student Research
Forum last November showcased poster presentations of original scientific research by 60 medical
students who participated in summer research
opportunities offered by the Student Biomedical
Research Program, directed by Brian Zink, M.D.,
assistant dean for medical student career development. Sixty students from the Undergraduate
Research Opportunity Program in the College of
Literature, Science and the Arts also presented, in
the grand venue of the Michigan League Ballroom,
the results of their research studies.
Student investigators worked with U-M faculty who
volunteered to serve as research mentors. Below,
second-year medical student Joshua Bess presents
to Joline Brandenburg, also a second-year medical
student, his findings in comparing the effectiveness
of an updated version of the computer-based gross
anatomy learning aid “Dissector Answers” with its
previous 2000 edition. Bess conducted his research
under the guidance of Thomas Gest, Ph.D., of the
Department of Medical Education’s Division of
Anatomical Sciences.

MOMENTS IN

Medicine
at Michigan
Ezra Lowe, from Brooklyn, New York, is in his fifth year of
working on a Ph.D. in pharmacology
“Pharmacology rocks! It incorporates so many fields — chemistry, molecular biology, physiology. What do drugs do to the
body? What does the body do to drugs? Those are the questions that drive the work. You start with a simple idea and then
it jumps from a cell to an animal to a human being. Right now
I’m working on an enzyme, nitric oxide synthase, seeing how
tobacco inhibits it.

I love the reality of laboratory discoveries,

the doing, the seeing
with your own eyes.

“We have a program, Science Unlimited, where we go into the
Ypsilanti Public Schools. We go to middle schools with predominantly minority kids and explain simple science concepts, like how bacteria grow. We’ll let the kids run rampant
and swab different areas of the school — the floors, the bathrooms, even their mouths. Then we put the swabs on culture
plates and come back a week later. When they see the bacteria
growing on the plates, there’s actually joy on their faces! There
was a question and now there’s an answer. It’s that reality
thing. The doing, the seeing with your own eyes. Even kids
who’ve never really experienced science before get it.”
Photo: Bill Wood

“Pharmacology
Rocks!”
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Amidst intense public hope, media hype and
ethical debate, U-M scientists study the incredible
potential of stem cells — and voice caution
about the work ahead

The Key to Everything
by Sally Pobojewski

The

potential for all human complexity is
locked inside 30 to 35 cells nestled
within a five-day-old embryo called a blastocyst —
the product of a union between one egg and one
sperm. All 100 trillion cells in the human body are
descended from these original cells. When removed
from an embryo and grown in a culture dish under
the right conditions, they continue to divide indefinitely. Scientists call them embryonic stem cells.
Stem cells are the black box of biomedical research.
Scientists know what goes in and what comes out,
but what happens in between — how we develop
from a blastocyst small enough to fit on the point of
a pin to a living, breathing, thinking human being —
remains one of life’s most profound mysteries.

Scientists at the University of Michigan Medical
School are searching for answers to the many questions about adult and embryonic stem cells. These
researchers come from different disciplines, have
different goals and study different types of stem cells,
but all have devoted their careers to the detailed,
painstaking process of unlocking the stem cells’
secrets one by one. Research underway in U-M
laboratories today could help answer fundamental
questions about the development of life itself and lead
to major advances in the future of medicine.
“Stem cells are the key to everything,” says Michael
Clarke, M.D., associate professor of internal medicine and one of the Medical School’s stem cell
experts. “Their potential is huge, but an incredible
amount of work remains to be done before we can
begin to tap that potential.”

∆

The mystery becomes even more intriguing when
you consider that other stem cells, which scientists
call somatic or adult stem cells, remain in many
types of tissue throughout life. While embryonic
stem cells are generalists, adult stem cells are
specialists. They can make copies of themselves —
a process called self-renewal — in addition to

producing specialized cells, such as heart, skin or
muscle cells. But unlike embryonic stem cells, adult
stem cells usually have limits on what types of cells
they can become.
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Embryonic stem cells and
development
In the beginning is the stem cell...
Scientists say that embryonic stem cells are pluripotent, meaning they have the remarkable ability to
become any of the more than 200 distinct cell types
in the human body. But their unlimited potential
doesn’t last for long.
Fourteen to 16 days after fertilization, stem cells in
the human embryo begin to separate into three layers called the endoderm, mesoderm and ectoderm.
Each layer must develop in a precise location within
the embryo. Scientists call this complex process
gastrulation and it is fundamental to all later development. If gastrulation doesn’t proceed normally, the
embryo will die.
During the next few months of human development,
a process of increasing specialization takes place.
“Every step in the formation of each organ requires
a precise orchestration of a number of processes to
form the tissue, grow the tissue and differentiate the
many different kinds of cells within the tissue,”says
Deborah Gumucio, Ph.D., associate professor of cell
and developmental biology and co-director of the
U-M Center for Organogenesis.
“What tells stem cells to differentiate into the various organs? How do the organs, blood vessels and
connective tissues become situated in the correct
places? Once organs form, how do they know when
to stop growing?” asks Gumucio. “We are beginning
to learn tiny bits of information about individual signaling pathways, and some of these discoveries
could translate into major medical advances.
However, we are decades away from a complete
understanding of these processes.”
Stem cells in the ectoderm or outer layer become
Skin • Neurons in Brain & Spinal Cord • Peripheral Nervous System
Pituitary & Part of Adrenal Glands • Eyes & Ears
Stem cells in the mesoderm or middle layer become
Bone Marrow & Blood • Cartilage & Fat • Cardiac, Skeletal & Smooth Muscle
Heart & Blood Vessels • Connective Tissue • Kidneys • Lymphatic System
Reproductive Organs
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During early development, the embryo is a biochemical
version of the Internet. Interactive messages fly back
and forth, signaling genes to turn on or turn off and
telling cells when to grow, when to change and when
to die. The process is so complicated that it involves
half of the 35,000 genes in the human genome.

Adult stem cells and
tissue renewal
Mending broken hearts and shattered spines
Adult stem cells appear to have fewer options than
their embryonic counterparts. Instead of being
pluripotent, scientists say they are multipotent —
meaning their potential for development is limited to
a few specific types of cells.
Adult stem cell development is a gradual transition,
which begins with production of intermediate cells
called precursor or progenitor cells. Precursor cells
then morph into a series of increasingly more specialized cells. Scientists used to believe a precursor
cell could become just one specific kind of cell. Now
they’re not so sure.
True adult stem cells are rare and separating them
from the more-common precursor cells is not easy.
In 1988, Irving Weissman, M.D., and his Stanford
University research team became the first scientists
to isolate adult stem cells. They were hematopoietic
or blood-forming stem cells found in mouse bone
marrow at a ratio of one stem cell for every 10,000
bone marrow cells.
U-M stem cell researcher Sean Morrison, Ph.D., who
was a graduate student in Weissman’s laboratory during the mid-1990s, refined the techniques scientists
use to find mouse hematopoietic stem cells in different types of tissue and at different periods of development. Morrison is now an assistant professor of internal medicine and of cell and developmental biology in
the U-M Medical School, and a Howard Hughes
Medical Institute assistant investigator.

∆

Stem cells in the endoderm or inner layer become
Thyroid Gland • Lungs & Respiratory System • Bladder & Urethra
Liver & Pancreas • Stomach & Intestinal Lining

Nothing in the embryo develops in isolation. Stem
cells need a supportive matrix or scaffold to grow
into a heart. The primitive heart sends molecular signals required for liver development. Organs can’t
form without help from other stem cells, especially
endothelial cells that form the walls of blood vessels
and are active signaling and induction centers.

Michael F. Clarke M.D.
Question he’d most like to answer:

» What drives a cancer stem cell and how do we stop it?

If

Michael Clarke is right, it may not
be necessary to destroy every
malignant cell to cure cancer. Killing just
five percent of cells in the tumor may be
sufficient. The trick, of course, is finding
the right five percent.
Working with U-M scientist Sean
Morrison and Max Wicha, M.D., director
of the U-M Comprehensive Cancer Center
and a professor of internal medicine in
the Medical School, Clarke recently discovered that, just like every organ in the
human body, the growth of cancerous
tumors is regulated by stem cells. “One
population of stem cells in cancer is
responsible for its uncontrolled growth,”
Photo: Marcia Ledford
he says. “Current
cancer therapies
are only minimally
effective, because
the stem cells just
keep making more
tumor.”

Clarke and Al-Hajj now are completing
DNA analysis on breast tumor cells to
identify which genes are active in cancer
stem cells, but inactive in other cells from
the same tumor.
The University of Michigan has filed a
patent on Clarke’s discovery of stem cells
in cancer. Clarke, Morrison and Wicha
have established a new company called
Cancer Stem Cell Genomics (CSCG) to
develop and test new therapies to
destroy or disable cancer stem
cells.
In related work, Clarke
identified recently a key
gene involved in selfrenewal of hematopoietic stem

cells. Morrison is analyzing the neural
crest stem cells he studies to see if the
same gene is responsible for their ability
to make copies of themselves. Since
uncontrolled growth is the essence of
cancer, Clarke hopes his work with
hematopoietic stem cells may help identify genes and proteins that would be
good targets for future cancer therapies.
“I’m optimistic, because
before this we couldn’t
see the cancer cells
we were trying to kill,”
Clarke says. “Now
we can at least identify the cells and see
the target. It gives us
a much better shot at
a cure than we’ve ever
had before.”

Muhammad Al-Hajj
Muhammad Al-Hajj,
Ph.D., a post-doctoral research fellow in
Clarke’s laboratory, spent the last two
years sifting through hundreds of protein
markers on the surface of cells from
human breast tumors. “When we found
cells with a marker that was common to
tumors from most patients,” Al-Hajj says,
“we isolated those cells and
injected them into mice. Up to
five percent of cells from
human tumors also produced
tumors in mice. These cells
are capable of unlimited proliferation; the others divide
up to a point and then die.”

Photo: D.C. Goings
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Sean j. Morrison Ph.D.
Question he’d most like to answer:

» How is self-renewal regulated in stem cells?

Most

scientists find it difficult enough to study
just one type of stem cell. Sean Morrison
works with two. He studies neural crest
stem cells — which develop into the
peripheral nervous system, connective
tissue and other types of cells — as well
as hematopoietic stem cells, which form
the blood and immune systems.
“The interdisciplinary focus in my lab is
fundamentally important to what we’re
trying to accomplish,” says Morrison.
“We want to test our hypotheses by integrating data from two stem cell systems.

We use hematopoietic and neural crest
stem cells, because scientists know the
most about them and have developed
powerful tools to study them.”
By examining similarities and differences
between stem cells, Morrison hopes to
answer some of the most basic questions
in stem cell biology. Questions like: how
do stem cells reproduce themselves in a
process called self-renewal? Do all stem
cells have a master regulatory gene or
are there many different genes involved?
Can adult stem cells be reprogrammed or
induced to change from one type of cell
to another?
Unlike his U-M colleagues,
Morrison isn’t interested
in working with human
embryonic stem cells,
although he agrees
they have great
potential for use
in medicine. “The
scientific questions that interest
me can best be

Photo: D.C. Goings
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answered with somatic or adult stem
cells from mice and rats,” he says.
In recent research, Morrison discovered
that undifferentiated neural crest stem
cells can be found in sciatic nerves of rats
for several days after birth — long after
the formation of the nervous system is
complete. The discovery that stem cells
remain in animals much longer than scientists previously believed supports the
intriguing possibility that adult stem cells
could be harvested and reprogrammed for
use in another organ system.
While he recognizes the importance of
clinical applications for stem cell research,
Morrison is still most intrigued by basic
science. “People who have the biggest
impact clinically are people who learn
fundamentally important new things at a
basic scientific level,” Morrison says.
“The most exciting thing for me is to discover things no one has ever seen before
and link them together to understand how
nature works. A scientist is like a storyteller. It’s exciting to discover a good story
and be able to tell people about it.”

Photo: D.C. Goings

(above): Mark Kiel, from Grand Rapids, has spent a
year working as a research assistant in Sean
Morrison’s laboratory to see if he wants to devote
his career to biomedical research. In this photo, he’s
using a technology called Fluorescent Activated
Cell Sorting, or FACS, to separate stem cells quickly
and efficiently from millions of other cells in a cell
sample.
When Kiel sorts cell samples with FACS, he relies
on years of work by other scientists who have
already identified the unique pattern of receptor
proteins on the stem cell’s surface. Since each type
of cell has its own combination of receptor proteins,
Kiel can program the computer to sort for the surface receptor patterns of stem cells he wants to
study. Before he begins the FACS procedure, Kiel
treats the cell sample with a special technique that
attaches a fluorescent molecule or “tag” to the specific surface receptors he’s looking for.
Like a half-million-dollar vacuum cleaner, FACS
then sucks the cells in Kiel’s sample one at a time
through a narrow high-pressure nozzle and a laser
beam. When the laser strikes a cell with a fluorescent tag, it becomes negatively charged. Cells without the fluorescent tag are positively charged. An
electric field inside the device pulls all the negatively charged cells into a separate sample.
Kiel studies the role of hematopoietic stem cells
during early embryo development in mice. He has
applied to the M.D./Ph.D. program in the U-M
Medical School and hopes to begin work on his
dual degrees in the fall.

Since he joined the U-M faculty in 1999, Morrison
has found stem cells in the peripheral nervous system of rats. Other scientists have identified adult
stem cells in several areas of the brain and spinal
cord, skeletal muscle, bone marrow, liver and skin of
rats, mice and humans.
Scientists have known for 50 years that hematopoietic stem cells found in bone marrow, liver and the
spleen can reconstitute every cell in the blood and
immune systems. Cancer patients often receive transplants of these cells While embryonic stem cells are generalfollowing intense ists, adult stem cells are specialists.
radiation or chemo- They can make copies of themselves —— a
therapy. Injected process called self-renewal —— in addiinto the blood- tion to producing specialized cells,
stream, they some- such as heart, skin or muscle cells. But
how home directly unlike embryonic stem cells, adult stem
to bone marrow cells usually have limits on what types
of cells they can become.
and begin differentiating, replacing the red and white blood cells killed
during treatment. Even though hematopoietic stem
cells grow rapidly inside the body, scientists have yet
to find a way to grow them outside the body in cultures where they can be studied.
Identified more recently than blood-forming stem
cells, neural stem cells currently are under intense
study, because some scientists believe they could
replace dead or damaged neurons after spinal cord
injuries or in Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease.
Scientists have shown that neural stem cells produce
three different kinds of specialized cells in the central
nervous systems of mice, rats and humans. Neural
crest stem cells, which develop into the peripheral
nervous system, also have been isolated in rats.
The discovery that stem cells exist in many types of
tissue has led to new research on stem cell plasticity — the ability of adult stem cells or precursor cells
to shift gears, change their differentiation pathway
and become a completely different type of cell.
Under certain conditions, scientists can force a
developmental shift by treating cultured stem cells
with specific proteins called growth factors or by
inserting genes into their DNA.
“Growth factors can trigger a series of changes inside
the cell that cause differentiation,” says Michael
Long, Ph.D., professor of pediatrics and another of the
Medical School’s stem cell scientists. “But ultimately,
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genetics is everything. If you don’t have the right
genes turned on or turned off, all the external factors
in the world won’t make any difference.”
Photo: Bill Wood

Deborah Gumucio

Scientists are interested in plasticity’s
potential for regenerative medicine
— growing new
organs or tissues
from stem cells to
replace those damaged by accident
or disease. “When
I was in school, I
learned that bone
marrow, gut, blood
and skin were the
only tissues capable of regeneration,” Long says.
“But recent experiments in mice show
that bone marrow
stem cells can
regenerate the liver. Liver cells can develop into pancreas cells. Muscle cells can give rise to many types
of tissue. Someday, we may be able to transplant
bone marrow cells and treat diseases in ways we
never thought possible before.”

lead to cures or even more effective
treatments for these and other diseases.

“There is limited
evidence that
adult stem cells may have broader potential than
previously thought,” Morrison cautions, “but much of
that evidence is still controversial and inconclusive.”
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Even in the earliest stages of an embryo’s development, death is part of life. Some cells must die to
make it possible for organs to grow into the proper
size and shape. Scientists are intrigued by the role
stem cells play in programmed cell death — a
process they call apoptosis — because the ability of
stem cells to regulate the balance between cell proliferation and cell death is directly relevant to cancer.
“Tissues like skin, blood and intestine have stem
cells that proliferate constantly,” explains Deborah
Gumucio. “For example, the entire lining of the gut is
renewed every three to four days. A process of programmed cell death must accompany this proliferation to prevent the accumulation of too many cells.
Cancer in these tissues is, in many cases, simply a
mismanagement of this balance — too much proliferation, too little cell death, or both.”
U-M stem cell scientist Michael Clarke has been
intrigued by the relationship between stem cells and
cancer since — during his medical residency at the
Indiana University Medical School — he had to
watch helplessly as one of his patients, the girlfriend
of basketball legend Larry Bird, died from leukemia.
“I realized then that if we understood stem cells,
we’d have a better chance at a cure,” Clarke says.
Now he studies self-renewal of adult hematopoietic
stem cells and recently discovered an important
gene involved in the process. “Self-renewal is a
tightly regulated process under strict genetic control,” Clarke explains. “Only an absolute or fixed
number of hematopoietic stem cells are allowed to
exist in bone marrow. Otherwise every stem cell
would be like a cancer.”

∆

Many obstacles remain before scientists can tap the
full potential of adult stem cells, however. For one
thing, most of the successful plasticity studies so far
have involved stem cells from mice and rats.
Scientists are all
Following the Bush decision, scientists too familiar with
were flooded with calls from reporters the fact that just
wanting to know when the public could because someexpect cures for diabetes, Parkinson’s thing works in
disease or cancer. U-M researchers mice doesn’t
stress that we are a long way from know- mean it will work
ing whether stem cell research will
in people.

Cell death and stem cells
Live and let die

Michael W. Long Ph.D.
Question he’d most like to answer:

» How do you make a functional organ from stem cells?

When

it’s time to make
bone, Michael Long
knows that stem cells need intimate contact with their own kind. In a study published in the September 2000 issue of
Nature Biotechnology, he reported that
osteogenic or bone-producing stem cells
from human bone marrow merge into
Photo: Martin Vloet

Jennifer Fuller

three-dimensional spheres to produce
bits of crystallized bone. Long is the first
scientist to grow small amounts of human
bone in culture from an isolated cell population containing osteogenic stem cells.
“Engineering the growth of human bone
is a complex process,” says Long. “It
requires a precise combination of regulatory signals, growth factors, supporting
matrix, cell architecture and density.
Everything has to occur in a specific
order and timing is critical.”

pharmaceutical firms searching for new
and more effective treatments for osteoporosis and other bone diseases.
“Current therapies can stop or delay bone
loss, but they can’t stimulate new bone
growth,” he says. “We focus on therapies
that stimulate bone formation. If we could
transplant osteogenic stem cells from bone
marrow into areas with damaged bone or
around a hip implant, it might be possible to
induce growth of new bone cells.”
One big problem is finding the right cells to
transplant. Four different varieties of stem
cells have osteogenic capacity, according
to Long. Some become bone and cartilage;
some are destined to be blood cells; some
develop into connective tissues. Much
more research is needed to determine how
these various types of stem cells are related
and what stage of
development
would transplant best.

What really intrigues Long these days is a
new phenomenon, discovered within the
last 18 months, called stem cell plasticity.
What if you could harvest stem cells from
human bone marrow, which predominantly
grow up to become blood cells, and manipulate them to become cardiac, liver or neural cells instead? Recent evidence indicates it’s possible, but the clinical significance remains unclear.
Jennifer Fuller, a graduate student in the
Long laboratory, and Theresa Gratsch, a
research investigator in Sue O’Shea’s laboratory, recently found one way to make
stem cell plasticity work in cultures of
bone marrow cells from adult mice.
“We found that exposing cells to powerful
embryonic growth factors called noggin
and chordin caused them to stop differentiating into bone cells called osteoblasts
and become neural cells instead,” Fuller
says. “We used to think that only embryonic stem cells had the potential to differentiate into neurons, but now we
know that adult stem cells also have
this capacity.”

Most of Long’s research focuses on
understanding the cellular and molecular
signals involved in producing bone and
its connective tissue from osteogenic and
other types of stem cells in human bone
marrow. Next year he hopes to begin animal testing of a new stem cell therapy for
osteoporosis — the progressive, agingrelated bone loss that leads to fracture,
disability or death for 75 million people
worldwide.
Long wants to transfer his research
on how stem cells build bone to
the private sector. He has started
an Ann Arbor-based biotechnology company called Osteomics.
The company finds new therapeutic targets for bone diseases and works with bio-
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Marie E. Csete M.D. Ph.D.
Question she’d most like to answer:

» Do all stem cells direct development of their own blood
supply?

Photo: Gregory Fox

Oxygen

may be good
for you, but
it’s not so great for your stem cells — says
Marie Csete, a cell biologist and anesthesiologist in the U-M Medical School. She
maintains that too much oxygen can kill
stem cells, slow growth and even trigger an
alternate developmental pathway that converts pre-muscle stem cells into fat cells.
Csete began her career as an anesthesiology professor at the University of
California-Los Angeles Medical School,
where she taught medical students the
critical importance of maintaining the correct amount of oxygen in body tissues during surgery. So when she took a sabbatical
in 1996 at the California Institute of
Technology to study molecular biology,
it made sense to Csete that
the proper amount of oxygen was just as important
to stem cells as it was to
her former patients.
“The more primitive the
stem cell, the more sensitive it is to oxygen,” says Csete,
who joined the
U-M Medical
School faculty
in 2000. “The
skeletal muscle satellite cells
we study grow faster,
live longer and develop
into muscle cells more
consistently when cultured with the amount of
oxygen — between two
percent and six percent
— found in their natural
environment inside the
body,” she says. “In the
body, stem cells never
are exposed to the 20
percent levels of oxygen

they encounter in a typical biomedical
laboratory.”
During the five years she has been studying the effects of oxygen and other gases
on stem cells, Csete has encountered
more than her share of skeptics. “It was
difficult initially to get people to even consider the idea that oxygen matters,
because scientists have been
culturing cells the same way
for decades,” she says.
To control the oxygen
exposure of her stem cell

Nicole Slawny

cultures, Csete works with them
inside a large, custom-designed
plastic box with an entry hatch.
She programs the device to
monitor and maintain a specific mixture of oxygen and
other gases within the box.
Nicole Slawny, a graduate student in Csete’s laboratory, handles cell cultures using long gloves
that fit through sealed entry holes in the
side of the box — much like scientists
working with radioactive isotopes.
Slawny admits it’s a bit clumsy and
time-consuming, but says the results
are worth it. “When you see the differ-
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To clone or not to clone
The stem cell controversy

ence in stem cells grown with low oxygen,
you can’t deny it. Cultures that took one week
to grow in the lab, grow here in two days. I’m
a 100 percent believer now.”
In a recently published study, Csete showed
that gene expression patterns changed significantly when stem cells were exposed to varying amounts of oxygen, and that these changes
altered the basic biologic function of the cells.
Csete’s study focused on adult stem cells
from mouse muscle tissue, which develop
into muscle cells — providing a continuous
source of new cells to replace those damaged during daily wear-and-tear. Under
abnormal oxygen conditions, however, Csete
discovered they can morph into fat precursor
cells called adipocytes instead.
Csete suspects the abnormal behavior of
stem cells grown with too much oxygen may
mimic the reaction of aging cells exposed to
free radicals and oxidative stress. The toxic
effects of oxygen may not be limited to just
one type of stem cell. In related experiments
with Sean Morrison, Csete found that neural
crest stem cells from adult mice have similar
reactions to too much oxygen.
In the future, Csete hopes to tackle a new area
of research — how stem cells regulate what
she suspects is a feedback loop between a
developing organ’s stem cells and its network
of blood vessels. “This is the one area of
developmental biology where people are
aware of the importance of gases,” she says.
“Vascular biologists know that blood vessels
grow faster when oxygen levels are low, in
order to increase the supply of blood and oxygen to cells in the developing organ system.

Intense media attention and public interest followed
the President’s announcement — much of it focused
on important ethical and religious questions about
the morality of using human embryos for research.
Most scientists appreciate that, for many, this is a
controversial issue. But somewhere in the process,
they say — between national opinion polls, opposing newspaper editorials, dueling expert television
coverage and Congressional politics — facts about
the science of stem cells are being lost, misrepresented or ignored.
Following the Bush decision on human embryonic
stem cell research, scientists were flooded with
calls from reporters wanting to know when the public could expect cures for diabetes, Parkinson’s disease or cancer. U-M researchers stress that we are
a long way from knowing whether stem cell
research will lead to cures or even more effective
treatments for these and other diseases.
“The fundamentals of stem cell biology have been
skipped in the excitement these cells generate,”
says Marie Csete, M.D., Ph.D., assistant professor of
cell and developmental biology, associate professor
of anesthesiology, and one of several stem cell biologists in the U-M Medical School who emphasize the
need for more basic research. “We are all likely to be
sorry about skipping these ABCs down the road.”
Then there’s the fact that stem cell research often is
portrayed as leading to cloning — or creating a
genetically identical copy of an organism, especially
a human being. “Stem cell research and cloning are
two different things,” Morrison says. “The public
needs much more education about the different
types of stem cells and different types of cloning.”
“There’s a big difference between reproductive
cloning — the technology used to create Dolly the
sheep — and therapeutic cloning,” says U-M stem
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“No one has studied this before, because the
stem-cell-to-organ developmental process is
already so complicated, no one wants to tackle how the vascular system develops at the
same time,” she says. “But some day, if I have
enough time, I’d really like to know how it
works.”

In a nationally televised address last August, President
George W. Bush announced new regulations for scientists conducting federally funded research with human
embryonic stem cells. The new rules restricted
research to stem cell lines already in existence that
were derived from “leftover” or excess human embryos
created at fertility clinics. Since then, the National
Institutes of Health have listed 72 cell lines worldwide
that meet the approved criteria.
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cell scientist Sue O’Shea, associate professor of cell
and developmental biology. “No reputable scientist
is interested in reproductive cloning of human beings
and, clearly, it should be banned. But therapeutic
cloning has great
Most scientists appreciate that, for potential to help
many, stem cells are a controversial people who need
issue. But somewhere in the process, to replace damthey say —— between national opinion aged or diseased
polls, opposing newspaper editorials,
tissue and organs.
dueling expert television coverage and
Congressional politics —— facts about
the science of stem cells are being
lost, misrepresented or ignored.

“In therapeutic
cloning, physicians
take a small sample of your tissue and transplant the nucleus from
some of these cells into a line of human embryonic
stem cells,” O’Shea explains. “Under the right culture conditions, scientists could grow neurons with
your specific antigens. Because they are genetically
identical to you, there should be no immune transplant reaction.”

James Ferrara, M.D., professor of pediatrics and
internal medicine, hopes to learn how to prevent an
immune reaction called graft-versus-host disease in
cancer patients following bone marrow stem cell
transplants. In recent studies with laboratory mice,
Ferrara discovered that giving mice additional interleukin-18 during the procedure helped prevent this
serious complication.
“We can see stem cells’ potential for developing
new cell therapies for diabetes, cancer and neurodegenerative diseases,” says Mortensen, associate
professor of internal medicine and physiology. “We
have the expertise and the commitment. Working
together, we hope to begin to tap that potential.”

While O’Shea, Clarke, Csete, To learn more about stem cells, visit:
Long, Morrison and Richard www.nih.gov/news/stemcell
Mortensen, M.D., Ph.D., the www.nature.com/nature/insights/6859.html
newest stem cell scientist to www.nytimes.com/science
join the Medical School, have www.whyfiles.org/127stem_cell/index.html
chosen to focus their research
on these cells, there are many
U-M scientists using stem cells in other scientific or
clinical research initiatives. For example:
In a series of recent animal studies, U-M neurologist
Jack M. Parent, M.D., has shown that neural progenitor cells in the brain respond to acute brain
injury by moving to damaged areas and producing
new neurons. Understanding this self-repair mechanism could help physicians limit brain damage from
strokes or neurodegenerative diseases.
U-M pediatricians John E. Levine, M.D., and Gregory
A. Yanik, M.D., recently performed the U-M’s first
cord blood stem cell transplant for sickle cell anemia
using stem cells from the umbilical cord of the
patient’s infant sister.
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A Stem Cell Glossary
Blastocyst
A mammalian embryo before it implants in the
uterus. An outer ring of cells surrounds the inner cell
mass, which contains undifferentiated embryonic
cells.
Differentiation
The process of transition from stem cell to specialized cell, such as a blood, heart or bone cell.
DNA
Deoxyribonucleic acid. A complex molecule containing genetic instructions for making everything
the body needs.
Embryonic germ cells
Undifferentiated stem cells that become sperm or
eggs.
Embryonic stem cells
Self-renewing, undifferentiated stem cells removed
from the inner cell mass of a blastocyst and grown in
culture.
FACS
Fluorescence-activated cell sorting. A technique
scientists use to separate different types of cells
based on surface protein markers.
Free radicals
Chemically unstable atoms that can damage cells.
Free radicals are toxic by-products produced when
cells convert food to energy.

Hematopoietic
Type of stem cells that produce all the red and white
blood cells in the body’s blood and immune systems.
Multipotent
A stem cell with the ability to develop into a limited
number of cell types.
Osteogenic
Type of stem cells that develop into bone and its
connective tissue.
Oxidation
A chemical reaction inside cells which uses oxygen
to convert food to energy.
Plasticity
The ability of adult stem cells to change their normal
developmental pathway and produce a different
type of specialized cell.
Pluripotent
A stem cell capable of developing into every type of
cell derived from the endoderm, mesoderm and
ectoderm of the early embryo.
Progenitor or precursor cell
A partially differentiated cell midway between a
stem cell and a specialized cell.
Reprogramming
Manipulating stem cells in a way that changes their
developmental pathway from one type of cell to
another.

Gastrulation
An early stage of mammalian embryonic development in which stem cells divide into three layers
called the endoderm, mesoderm and ectotoderm.

Somatic (or adult) stem cells
Stem cells found in tissue other than the egg, sperm,
or pre-gastrulation embryo.

Growth factor
A substance that stimulates cells to grow or inhibits
their growth.

Stem cell
A cell capable of self-renewal and development of
specialized cells.
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K. Sue O’Shea Ph.D.
Question she’d most like to answer:

» What are the inhibitors of stem cell differentiation?
Photo: Bill Wood

Sue

O’Shea is an outspoken
advocate for the importance of embryonic stem cells in research.
She works with colonies of mouse embryonic stem cells, which she has maintained
in culture since the early 1990s when she
was a graduate student at Cambridge
University in the United Kingdom. Recently
she became the U-M’s first scientist to
work with one of the human embryonic
stem cell lines approved by the Bush
Administration for use in federally funded
research.
“Embryonic stem cells are difficult to
handle,” O’Shea acknowledges. “They’re
picky and caring for them is an art. Cell
lines have to be divided or fed
specific growth factors
every day, including holidays and weekends, to
keep them from differentiating.”

But O’Shea maintains that
mouse and human
embryonic stem cells have
embryonic stem
many advantages over adult
cells to model
stem cells, which makes them
early neural sysworth the extra time and troutem development.
ble. “If you want to learn about
“The nervous syshow an embryo develops or
tem is clearly the
how cells differentiate, you
most interesting
have to use embryonic stem
aspect of development,” she says.
cells. Adult cells develop too
late in the process. Adult stem
One of her goals is
cells have some plasticity, or
to develop a library
the ability to change into other
of “designer neutypes of cells, but we don’t
ron” human stem
know how far it goes. Plus, Theresa Gratsch
cell lines for transembryonic stem cells grow
much faster in culture and we need to plantation after spinal cord injuries or in
grow large numbers of them, so we neurodegenerative disease. By inserting
genes called noggin and chordin into
can learn how they work.”
embryonic stem cell DNA, O’Shea has
As a child, O’Shea loved triggered embryonic stem cells to begin
to dissect the fish her differentiating into primitive neurons. “It
father caught, so she has just not been possible to study an
could examine the equivalent early stage of neural developbrain. Now gradu- ment in humans before,” O’Shea says.
ate students in
O’Shea’s labora- It took Theresa Gratsch, a research investory are using tigator in the O’Shea lab, nearly one full
year to find the best way to get the noggin
gene into stem cell DNA. “We have
learned that noggin is a powerful neural
inducer,” Gratsch says. “Ninety percent of
stem cells transfected with noggin begin
differentiating into primitive neurons as
early as one day after treatment.”
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Richard M. Mortensen M.D. Ph.D.
Question he’d most like to answer:

» How are differentiated cells formed from stem cells?

Mortensen
has nothing against mice — the traditional workhorse of biomedical research. It’s just
that stem cells provide a faster, cheaper
and more efficient way to identify the
effect of one particular gene on a living
organism.
Mortensen specializes in developing
knock-out lines of embryonic stem cells.
By carefully removing or “knocking-out”
a gene from mouse DNA and then culturing the genetically altered stem cells, he
sees the effect in
days, instead of the
months it takes to
breed mice and
see results in
their offspring.

The newest stem cell scientist in the
Medical School, Mortensen left Harvard
Medical School in June 2000 to join the
faculty at U-M. He brought with him
embryonic stem cell lines with inactivated
genes, which can be differentiated into
cardiomyocytes in culture. Cardiomyocytes are partially differentiated cells
midway on the developmental pathway
between stem cells and specialized cardiac cells in heart tissue. Mortensen
uses these cell lines in research to define
gene targets for treatment of cardiovascular disease.
“No one has found a cardiac stem
cell and we know very little about
the mechanisms that drive
development of cardiac cells
from cardiocytes,” says
Mortensen, as he prepares to view the stem
cells — beating spontaneously in their culture
dish — under a microscope. “We can maintain
these cell colonies for several weeks, but hope to find
ways to extend them long
enough to see them differentiate into adult-like atrial
and ventricular cells.”
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Richard

Matt Merrins

With U-M colleagues Sue O’Shea and
Edward Stuenkel, Ph.D., associate professor of physiology, Mortensen hopes to
begin a new research study. Their goal will
be to identify all the different factors regulating insulin secretion by specialized cells
in the pancreas called beta cells.
Mortensen plans to use human embryonic
stem cells to develop new cell lines of
insulin-secreting beta cells and then knock
out specific genes to determine their
impact on insulin production. Knowing all
the signaling molecules and proteins that
control how beta cells react to glucose and
understanding how they work could one
day lead to a new cell therapy for diabetes.
Matthew Merrins, a first-year U-M graduate student in physiology, will be helping
Mortensen create the new line of beta islet
cells — the fist such cell line to be developed at the U-M Medical School. “I’ll be
the one developing the selection and
purification scheme for the embryonic
stem cells,” Merrins says. “Just as the stem
cells begin to differentiate, we want to
select out only those cells differentiating
along a specific neuronal lineage pathway.
Then we will use hormones and other techniques to get the cells to switch from neural lineage to beta islet development.”

Photo: D.C. Goings
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Te c h n o l o g y
contributes
stunning new
way s t o s e e
inside the
human body

by Rick Krupinski

n the152 years since Moses Gunn arrived in Ann Arbor by
stagecoach, accompanied by a long wooden crate carrying the
first cadaver for study at the new University of Michigan
Medical School — indeed for centuries before the School and its
peer institutions were even founded — dissection, of animals and of
humans, has been the foremost way of teaching and learning anatomy.

I

As an autopsy instructs in the specifics of death by allowing the
medical examiner to “look inside” (the literal meaning of the word),
so has dissection enlightened students of anatomy throughout history
by providing three-dimensional, palpable experience with the muscles,
bones, organs and tissues that comprise and enable human life.
Whether witnessed from a distance in an amphitheater as instructors
like the legendary Corydon Ford — a U-M anatomist renowned in
the early days of the School for meticulous, even elegant, dissection
— demonstrated techniques and presented the internal structures of
the human body, or whether performed firsthand by students themselves, as has been the case in gross anatomy labs since the late 19th
century, “looking inside” has been an essential experience fundamental
to the study of medicine, even as the medicine we study has evolved,
changed, and grown more complex. Today, whole fields like ➤
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Left to right:
Tom Gest with
medical students Parrish
Balcena and
Igor Siniakov

Photo: Bill Wood

Below:
Bill Burkel

logic function and clinical findings with
anatomical structure and the pathology of
tissues and organs helps bring relevancy
— and greater retention — to the study
of anatomy overall. Learning effectiveness
is driving medical instruction and revisions to our curriculum.
Photo: D.C. Goings

bioinformatics have
emerged to effectively unravel and
compile the explosion of new information coming
from the everexpanding frontiers
of medical science.

In just the last 20
years, technological
advances have revolutionized ways of
not just looking inside the human body, but also
relating what is seen to physiological function,
diagnosis of disease and subsequent treatment. The
evolution of radiological imagery into precise and
dynamic pictures of human structures; the everchanging and pervasive presence of computer technology; and new processes that can preserve
anatomical specimens virtually forever have all
contributed significantly to the study of anatomy
today.
Relating anatomy to physiology and the actual
practice of medicine is not coincidental, nor is the
shift in focus to learning rather than teaching. As
the Medical School undertakes a major curriculum
review, context and methods of learning are helping shape the future of medical instruction at
Michigan. “Our goal is to create a learning environment centered upon helping students excel as they
prepare to care for patients and develop their professional careers,” explains Joseph Fantone, M.D.,
associate dean for medical education.
“Anatomical knowledge underlies physicians’ ability
to provide quality care, and providing the ‘why’
about what students are learning in context of the
patient and of patient care helps them to become
more effective physicians,” he says. “Linking physio-
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“The lecture is an efficient way of delivering information,” Fantone says, “but what
do you as the student do with all that
information? How do you know what’s
relevant, what facts you really need to
know and how they need to be organized
to be effectively applied in the future? Active learning environments that offer students the chance to
apply and test new knowledge have been shown to
be highly effective in promoting student learning
and integration of information, especially when
organized around a specific medical or patient care
issue.”

Learning Anatomy in the Age
of Technology
It’s a point reinforced by Tom Gest, Ph.D., associate
professor of anatomical sciences and the new Gross
Anatomy course director after Bill Burkel, Ph.D.,
professor of anatomical sciences, recently concluded 17 years as course director. With about 170 student contact hours, Medical Gross Anatomy is the
largest course in the Medical School’s offerings.
“We try to keep students focused on what they have
to know and on the clinical applications of anatomy. As faculty, we have to look deeply at every fact
we teach. Why are we teaching it? Is it relevant? If
not, we don’t encumber students with it,” Gest says.
“It’s our obligation to help students cut through the
enormous volume of information so they understand what is important.”

“As faculty, we have to look deeply at every fact we teach.

WHY ARE WE TEACHING IT? IS IT RELEVANT?
SO THEY UNDERSTAND WHAT IS IMPORTANT.”

It’s our obligation to help students cut through the enormous volume of information
—TOM GEST

Gest is largely credited with maximizing use of
technology in gross anatomy, especially digital technology, since he came to U-M from the University
of Arkansas more than three years ago and began
building upon the efforts of Burkel and others. A
lanky, laid-back man with a bushy mustache and
traces of a southern drawl from his Arkansas days,
Gest has a varied background in archeology,
anthropology, math and statistics. It is this unique
background combined with his utter love of anatomy
that makes him comfortable with the concept of
multiple contextual bases for learning — biomedical,
social, cultural and developmental. He points to the
change in educational philosophy to focus on
learning rather than teaching as an important
means of encouraging students to be self-reliant
and self-paced in their studies, a goal very much
facilitated by technology.
U-M medical students have ready access to an array
of computer-based learning tools that allow for
individual paces of learning from their home computers, the Computer Assisted Instruction Lab and
the Learning Resource Center within the Medical
School, and even right alongside dissection tables
in the Gross Anatomy Lab.
“We have one computer terminal for every two
dissection tables,” Gest says. “If students have questions or need to review material or dissection technique, they can access that material right then and
there.” From the computer, students can refer to the
Medical Gross Anatomy course pages, find detailed
information in the lab manual on the area being
dissected, watch dissection movies, and reference
three-dimensional anatomical models that can be
rotated and examined from all angles, bringing a
wealth of information to the dissection experience.
Such learning tools augment rather than replace
faculty-student interaction; Gest and other faculty
members work directly with students in the Gross
Anatomy Lab, explaining and discussing items
related to dissection procedures and anatomical
structures.
Other Web-based resources available to students of
gross anatomy at Michigan include anonymous
medical histories of the cadavers to bring clinical
relevance to anatomical learning (as well as personal
relevance to the cadaver as a unique human individual), clinical cases related to each dissection com-

ponent, anatomy tables and labeled images, practice quizzes — even anatomical crossword puzzles,
all as interactive as possible to engage the students.
“We have the equivalent of several full books of
information on the Web,” Gest says. Students also
have access to ATLAS-plus, a CD-ROM photo atlas
presentation (it stands for Advanced Tools for
Learning Anatomical Structures) developed in the
early 1990s by Burkel, Associate Professor of
Anatomical Sciences Ted Fischer, Ph.D., their colleagues and students, using images made during
45 dissections over a three-year period.
And in an exciting technological initiative, the
U-M Medical School is home to a team working
on the National Library of Medicine’s Visible
Human Project, a massive effort to create complete, anatomically-detailed, three-dimensional,
digital representations of the normal male and
female human bodies to be distributed via highspeed computer networks for application to a wide
range of educational, diagnostic, treatment planning, virtual reality, artistic, mathematical and
industrial uses around the world. Directed by
Brian Athey, Ph.D., assistant professor in the
Department of Cell and Developmental Biology,
the benefits of the Visible Human Project will be
enormous for students and teachers of anatomy,
physicians and other health professionals, and the
future direction of gross anatomy learning methods.
The Medical Gross Anatomy course is based upon
educational principles which hold that traditional
methods of learning, often passive, have the lowest
rates of retention: lectures, for instance, carry only
a five percent retention rate; reading, just 10 percent. Active methods, such as teaching others and
practice by doing, result in retention rates of 7580%. The active methods are the focus in gross
anatomy instruction at Michigan today, and it’s
not just computer technology that contributes to
active learning and greater retention.
Peer teaching is a concept implemented by Burkel
and continued by Gest. “While half a dissection
team of six students dissects,” Gest says, “the other
half is free to study, then the dissection half presents
to the study half, with one member responsible for
presenting the clinical application.” The roles
rotate, and Gest has on-hand eight video cameras
so students can tape themselves presenting for ➤
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“Radiology is at the center of medicine. It will be used by virtually all physicians
over the course of their careers. THE LANGUAGE OF

IS THE LANGUAGE OF RADIOLOGY.”

“We really owe a lot to Bruce Carlson,” Burkel says.
“As department chair, he supported innovative ideas
that allowed us to move forward, particularly with
technology. Without that support, anatomy instruction at Michigan would have fallen way behind.”
Burkel speaks from a desk that carries the same
impeccable, neatly-ordered organization characteristic of the gross anatomists. He retrieves files on a
variety of topics with ease, as if the elegant order of
component parts of the human body he studied
and taught for years extends into the external
world. Original airbrush and carbon pencil illustrations of the internal and external aspects of the
human skull hang on the wall next to him, drawn
by medical illustrator
William L. Brudon for
the much-respected
anatomy textbook,
Essentials of Human
Anatomy, which
Burkel co-authored
with former Chair of
Anatomy Russell
Woodburne. Burkel
points out that while
technology has greatly
aided learning, it’s
also made teaching
more difficult, and he
speaks from the perspective of his 35
years at U-M.
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“When I studied anatomy,” Burkel reflects, “the
field of molecular biology didn’t exist. We knew
much less of biochemistry than we know now.
Anatomy becomes smaller in light of explosions of
progress in other areas.” As a result, what was at the
beginning of the 20th century a two-year course
has now been distilled to the first semester of medical training. One begins to understand why helping
students figure out what they need to know has
become so crucial over the course of the revolution
in teaching and learning strategies for gross anatomy.
“Overall,” Gest
adds, “we have one
of the strongest
programs in gross
anatomy, with a
long tradition of
innovative teaching. There are lots
of anatomy Web
sites and instruc-
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“Twenty years ago,” he
says, “Gross Anatomy
consisted of about 45
lectures divided
among six or seven
faculty members. Lectures changed little from year
to year, so there wasn’t a lot of preparation
involved. Now we’re constantly struggling to keep
information current and preparation is ongoing. I
just spent six weeks on four anatomy movies for
four days of the Gross Anatomy course.

–REED DUNNICK
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later self-critique. Presenting medical information
— to patients and their families, to colleagues, and
to students of the future — is a fundamental skill
required of physicians and researchers, so the taping activity develops communication skills even as
it strengthens retention of gross anatomy material.

ANATOMY

Marilyn Roubidoux (left) and Reed Dunnick (right)

Photo: Martin Vloet

tional software, to be sure, but what distinguishes
Michigan is that focused learning takes place in the
most advanced way possible, with maximum use of
technology. You can have a thousand links in your
Web site, but are they providing what students need
to know? At Michigan, we’re focused tightly on
what students need to know to become the best
physicians and researchers possible.
“Last year we experienced the highest grade point
average in Gross Anatomy in 10 years and student
satisfaction was the third highest it’s been in 10
years.” In characteristic understatement Gest concludes, “This seems to indicate that we’re effective
and not going in the wrong direction.”

Radiological Views
“Radiology is at the center of medicine,” says Reed
Dunnick, M.D., the Fred Jenner Hodges Professor
of Radiology and chair of the U-M Department of
Radiology. “It will be used by virtually all physicians
over the course of their careers. The language of
anatomy is the language of radiology.”
Dunnick oversees a busy department of more than
100 faculty, and he’s proud of its participation in
the gross anatomy curriculum. “We just don’t learn
well from flat, two-dimensional pictures.
Radiological images show three-dimensional shape
and form and relativity to other structures much
more clearly and usefully.”
The field of radiology has come far since Wilhelm
Conrad Roentgen, a physics professor at the
University of Wurzburg in Bavaria, took the world’s
first X-ray, of his wife’s hand, in 1895, but most of
the distance has been traveled since the 1960s. Until
then, “fever of unknown origin” was a bedrock
diagnosis for unsuspected tumors or chronic infections that plain X-rays simply weren’t able to
detect, and exploratory surgery was the best way of
seeing for oneself inside a living patient. Contrast
materials helped, as did stereoscopy (two images of
the same structure from different perspectives) and
fluoroscopy (continuous viewing of an internal
structure by transmission of X-rays to evaluate
dynamic events, like breathing, swallowing, and
blood flow, akin to a movie in real time).
But all that began to change in the 1970s. Use of
barium and barium-plus-air for contrast had
already led to finer X-ray detail for the body’s hollow organs (such as the esophagus, stomach, small
bowel and colon), but it was the development of
ultrasound, which uses high frequency sound waves

Katherine Klein

instead of ionizing radiation, that was the first big
leap forward. Ultrasound produces images that can
be viewed on a television monitor, taped with a
videocassette recorder, or recorded on radiographic
film or photographic paper.
The 1980s saw the advent of computed tomography
(CT) scans, which use thin X-ray beams that rotate
around the patient to gather information that is
collated by a computer to create an image of the
internal structures of the patient’s body, like a slice,
showing the relative location of the structures in
cross-sectional orientation. The resulting images
can be stored on a computer disk or magnetic tape
or printed on radiographic film. Magnetic resonance
imaging came to the forefront in the 1990s; strong
magnetic fields cause hydrogen atoms in the body
to produce radio waves that make the MRI image.
As with CT scans, computers create cross-sectional
images of the patient’s body that are particularly
useful for examinations of the brain and spinal
cord because of the images’ detail.
One of the most promising recent developments in
radiology is positron emission tomography (PET),
which examines the metabolic activity in various
structures of the body, such as the heart and blood
vessels, and is becoming especially helpful in staging cancers and detecting Alzheimer’s Disease.
“The primary benefit of using radiological images
in gross anatomy study is that we can demonstrate
anatomy in a living patient and directly relate that
anatomy to physiological function and disease to ➤
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THE VISIBLE HUMAN PROJECT

U-M is home to a team leading an ambitious national collaboration to implement a digital library of
images of the human male and female for the education and training of future health professionals
hen convicted murderer
Joseph Paul Jernigan donated
his body to science, he scarcely
could have imagined the phenomenal use to which it would be put or
the worldwide educational benefit it
would have to countless students,
teachers, physicians, nurses and others who would learn the intricacies
of the human body from studying
his own.

W

In 1993, Jernigan was executed by
the state of Texas at the age of 39.
His body was frozen and, at the
University of Colorado, ‘sliced’ into
one-millimeter increments that
resulted in over 1,800 cross-sections.
Two years later, the body of a 59year-old Maryland woman who died
of heart failure was likewise ‘sliced,’
in one-third-millimeter increments.
The digitized data resulting from
these two procedures show a myriad
of views of the human body and
form the basis of the National
Library of Medicine’s Visible
Human Project. The Project uses
photographs of the resulting crosssections, as well as digital computed
tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance images (MRIs) of the two
cadavers.
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Perhaps no other combination of
technology and medical knowledge
exemplifies so completely the new
directions the study of human anatomy is taking in the 21st century. The
Visible Human Project will supplement the bibliographic and factual
database services of the National
Library of Medicine in Bethesda,
Maryland — the world’s
largest medical library
— with a detailed
digital anatomical
database of images
representing a
complete normal
adult male and
female, which can
be distributed over
high speed computer
networks.
The University of Michigan is home
to a team sponsored by the Library
to continue development of the
Visible Human Project. Led by Brian
Athey, Ph.D., the U-M project team,
in collaboration with the Pittsburgh
Supercomputing Center, is working
to put the Visible Human Project
data on the federal government’s
Next Generation Internet. This system, known as Internet2, is projected
to be 1,000 times faster than the
Internet we use today and is being
developed and overseen by the
University Corporation for
Advanced Internet Development in
Ann Arbor. Standard two-dimensional browsers, as well as threedimensional browsers such as
Edgewarp 3D, will provide access to
the data for a wide range of users

around the world. Video, audio, text
and graphics will be linked to interactive, three-dimensional representations to explain and expand upon
the images.
The U-M team of 20 researchers is
developing and evaluating these new
virtual tools with input from users
in ‘testbed’ groups from the Medical
School, the School of Nursing,
the School of Education and
the School of Information.
A collaborative partnership with Stanford
University Medical School
is also underway.
“To a large extent, this is
the future of anatomy training,” says Athey. Athey is
among those who feel cadavers
could be replaced by virtual methods of learning. “Virtual learning is
safer from a health standpoint, with
no worry of contagions, and it offers
students the opportunity to perform
dissections or practice surgical procedures again and again, something a
cadaver simply can’t do.”
Currently, Visible Human Project
data can be accessed only by highspeed, high-capacity computers.
Once completed in 2003, data will
be available to users of the Next
Generation Internet, primarily
colleges and universities. Athey is
currently negotiating an additional
contract to enhance the national
collaborative testbed and evaluation
program. m

With about 170 student contact hours,

MEDICAL GROSS ANATOMY IS THE LARGEST COURSE

in the Medical School’s offerings.

show students why they need to know these things,”
says Katherine Klein, M.D., assistant professor of
radiology, who participates in presenting the radiological content of the Gross Anatomy course. “That
increases both motivation to learn and retention of
what’s studied.”
Marilyn Roubidoux, M.D., associate professor of
radiology, serves as course director for the radiology
lectures in Gross Anatomy and also serves on the
Medical School’s curriculum review committee. She
has worked, at Gest’s behest, to build more radiological imagery and content into Gross Anatomy
lectures and Web-based course materials. In the
first week of the course, she and Klein present the
radiology-anatomy correlation lecture, providing
in-depth, highly visual information using multiple
examples of anatomy and how they correlate to
structures seen with plain films, CT, MRI,
Ultrasound, PET scans and nuclear medicine.
Included are descriptions of each radiological
modality from the perspectives of history, physics
and how each image is created.
“It’s not just radiological technology that has
improved gross anatomy instruction, it’s technology
in general,” says Roubidoux. “Large screens for electronic presentations like PowerPoint mean we can
share with a whole roomful of students images and
movies that show, three-dimensionally and in living
patients, physiological movement and function.” A
smaller form of the PowerPoint radiology lecture is
placed on the Anatomy Web site where students can
refer to it prior to the lecture, or later, for review.
With the entire field of radiology moving to digital
technology — meaning electronic storage, use and
transfer of images — “teaching and learning
opportunities are not restricted to time and place,”
Dunnick says. “These changes truly are revolutionizing the field of radiology and its role in diagnosis,
as well as its role in learning gross anatomy.”
“It used to be that diagnosis had about 90 percent
of its basis in the clinical history and physical
examination of the patient,” adds Klein. “Now radiological examination accounts for a large portion
of diagnoses, and that portion continues to grow.”
The next big development in radiological technology, according to Dunnick, is fusion imaging, a
process that puts the best of two worlds into a single
image more precise than ever before. “We’ve just
purchased a CT/PET scanner, the combined tech-

nology of which will eliminate ‘warping,’ a problem that can occur with slight changes in position
as successive images are taken. Positional changes
can make it more difficult to pinpoint an area —
it’s as if the area has moved or migrated, which of
course it has not. With a CT/PET scanner, both
techniques simultaneously capture their images
while the patient is in a single position, yielding a
single three-dimensional view of the same area that
is more comprehensive, thanks to two spectacular
technologies, than anything we’ve seen before.”

Preserving Anatomical
Specimens — Virtually Forever
Beneath a large reproduction of the classic painting “Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Nicholaes Tulp” by
Rembrandt van Rijn, and alongside models of the
brain and a photograph of the Medical School’s
most beloved and illustrious neuroanatomist,
Elizabeth Crosby, Roy Glover, Ph.D., associate
professor of anatomical sciences, sits in scrubs and
lab coat reviewing the history of establishing
North America’s largest plastination laboratory at
the U-M Medical School. It is Glover, who came to
U-M in 1968, who not only established the lab but
has also directed it since its completion in 1989.
“Plastination,” he explains, “is a method of preserving anatomical specimens so that they retain
their flexibility and natural appearance and are at
the same time protected during repeated handling
and study.” Invented in the late 1970s by German
polymer chemist-turned-anatomist Gunther Von
Hagens, the plastination process essentially
removes tissue water from the specimens and
replaces it with a liquid silicone polymer. Because
the process uses acetone, a highly explosive and
flammable chemical, Occupational Safety and
Environmental Health regulations require that
every laboratory be explosion-proof.
One of the most crucial steps in the plastination
process, Glover explains, involves replacing the
acetone within a specimen, under vacuum, with a
curable silicone polymer; once the specimen is
completely impregnated with the polymer, the
polymer is hardened. Finally, after specimens are
cured, trimmed, tagged and entered into the laboratory database, they are ready to be studied — by
U-M medical and dental students as well as undergraduate health science students. Since the ➤
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Where do these recent technological innovations leave that classical foundation
of anatomical learning and teaching, the dissection of human cadavers?

OPINIONS ARE MIXED.

Plastination Laboratory is a cost-for-service
facility, it also prepares specimens for other medical and dental schools, for museums, for hospital
training programs, and for many other healthrelated organizations. The American Cancer
Society, for example, has made effective use of
slices of plastinated healthy, cancerous and emphysemic lungs in its anti-smoking campaign.

the location and condition of specimens on loan
throughout the world. Most of the specimens,
however, remain right at U-M where they comprise
a specimen library from which they can be made
available to different groups of students, including
graduate students in the School of Art and Design’s
Program in Biomedical Visualization, formerly
known as Medical Illustration.

“Plastinated specimens are permanent, dry, odorless
and non-toxic,” Glover explains. “Specimens can be
predissected to display underlying structures or,
after processing, can be sliced to show a variety of
different cross-sectional views. As with cadaver
dissection, plastinated specimens afford the student
the opportunity to examine important internal
structures, with the added benefit of being reuseable and portable. They can be used for learning in
many settings and passed around among students
during classroom presentations — or even in the
Gross Anatomy Lab to inform their own dissecting
work.” Most specimens come from the U-M
Anatomical Donations Program and are harvested,
with appropriate permission, from elderly donors.

“Undergraduate anatomy students at U-M do not
have the benefit of a laboratory experience,” Glover
says. “Now they are able to access module boxes
which contain plastinated anatomical specimens,
informational cards which include highlights about
the specimens, and a self-test, which they can take
to a quiet location in the library and study independently. These students can now see and appreciate things that they otherwise would be asked to
understand either from textbook readings or from
lecture notes.
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Since the specimens are real, and because it is illegal
to sell body parts, plastinated specimens are leased
long-term by customers that request them, and the
U-M Plastination Laboratory tracks and monitors

The U-M plastination library contains
nearly 2,000 specimens that are catalogued and available for study. And
recently, the laboratory designed and
implemented the use of equipment that
now allows for the plastination of entire
cadavers. Seven such cadavers have
already been plastinated and plans are
underway to do many more, both for
the U-M and for its customers. Work of
this kind has been done in only one
other laboratory in the world.

Pharmacy student Jim Miller
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“The use of plastinated specimens not only makes
student learning more efficient but also can save
teachers valuable curricular time. For example, the
hand and the foot are usually not thoroughly dissected in Gross Anatomy Lab because the work is
difficult and time-consuming. The study of plastinated dissected hands and feet presents an ideal
solution to this problem. Specimens of both
healthy and diseased organs can also be
made available to students so that
anatomy can be more readily related to
pathology and diagnosis.”
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For more information:
U-M Medical School Division of Anatomical Sciences:
www.med.umich.edu/anatomy
U-M Visible Human Project Team: http://vhp.med.umich.edu
National Library of Science Visible Human Project:
www.nlm.nih.gov/research/visible/visible_human.html
U-M Department of Radiology:
www.rad.med.umich.edu

Roy Glover in the Plastination Laboratory

What about dissection?
Where do these recent technological innovations
leave that classical foundation of anatomical learning and teaching, the dissection of human cadavers?
Opinions are mixed. Ironically, two of the leaders of
innovations in U-M’s gross anatomy curriculum,
Gest and Glover, believe that dissection will remain
a crucial experience in learning anatomy. They
believe that despite advances in technology, and
though cadavers present tougher textures than do
living tissues and in colors that aren’t true, the firsthand, three-dimensional anatomical learning experience of dissection can’t be duplicated as a learning
tool even by the most sophisticated technology. The
radiologists, on the other hand, predict the demise
of dissection in gross anatomy courses, perhaps as
soon as within a few years.
“People learn in different ways,” Joe Fantone says.
“There is something about the tactile experience for
some learners, the three-dimensional in situ observation, that works very well for them.

and provides opportunities for them to learn in
the integrated biomedical, socio-behavioral and
clinical contexts in which all patients live their
lives.”
In the debate, one thing is clear: Michigan’s
strength in gross anatomy is currently derived
from its maximum combined use of all the learning methods currently available, with all the benefits they offer, as well as the expertise and technical
support represented by the Visible Human Project
and innovations in imaging technology. Beyond
the educational opportunities such projects themselves present is the considerable ability of the people who make those projects happen — and the
dedication and imagination that is brought to bear
on students’ day-to-day learning of the fundamentals of medicine and patient care en route to
becoming the next generation of highly trained
physicians and medical scientists.

“In many ways the cadaver also represents a student’s first patient, a valuable dimension to learning
that helps students gain respect and responsibility
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Class Notes
1950s

1970s

John McCann (M.D. 1957) received
the 2001 award for outstanding services to maltreated children from the
American Academy of Pediatrics
Section on
Child Abuse
and Neglect.
McCann is a
pediatrician
at University
of California
Davis and
medical
director of
the UC Davis
Child and
Adolescent Abuse Resource and
Evaluation Center.

Karl T. Pregitzer (M.D. 1972)
served part of his residency at
Queens Hospital in Honolulu, Hawaii,
served in the Navy for two years,
then completed his residency at Los
Angeles County and University of
Southern California Hospital in Los
Angeles. He then joined Kaiser
Permanente in Honolulu where he
chaired the Department of Emergency
Medicine for 12 years. He is now
president of Hawaii Permanente
Medical Group and fellow of the
American College of Emergency
Medicine. He resides in Kaneohe,
Hawaii, with his wife of 28 years,
Linda, and their two children.
Pregitzer can be reached at
ktpoahu@yahoo.com.

Prasanna K. Pati, M.D. (Residency
1958), has been writing short stories
since he retired from Oregon State
Hospital in 1986. The Statesman/
Journal in his hometown of Salem,
Oregon, said of his book, Adventures
and Misadventures of Dr. Sonjee: A
Collection of Short Stories: “This
fluid collection of short stories is
designed…to stimulate both mind
and spirit, to awaken the reader to
possibilities and to the marvels of
life.” The title was inspired by the
role Pati played as Dr. Sonjee in the
1975 film One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s
Nest. Copies can be ordered by contacting Pati at njrpati@aol.com.

1960s
Lawrence Brotman (M.D. 1964) is
a radiologist at an outpatient imaging center in Fort Worth, Texas,
specializing in musculoskeletal MRI
and CT. He and his wife, Joan, an
antique dealer, have three children.
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Robert E. Brolin (M.D. 1974) served
as president of the American Society
for Bariatric Surgery for 2000-01.
During his tenure, the Society
increased its membership by nearly
one-third.
Brolin also
co-chaired a
research
workshop,
Research
Considerations
in Obesity
Surgery,
sponsored by
the National
Institutes of
Health. He is director of the
Bariatric Surgery Program at Saint
Peter’s University Hospital in New
Brunswick, New Jersey.
Rick Goodman (M.D. 1975, Residency
1978) has been working with the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention in Atlanta for more than
23 years. He served as editor-inchief of CDC’s Morbidity and
Mortality Weekly Report for more
than 10 of those years. In May 2001,
Goodman graduated from Emory
University’s School of Law and is
working to create a new program on
public health law within the CDC. He

co-authored Precision Woods and
Long Iron Shots (Human Kinetics,
1998), about one of his favorite pastimes, golf.

1980s
Christian Harker (Ph.D. 1985)
worked jointly for the Division of
Vascular Surgery and the Department
of Physiology at Oregon Health
Sciences
University
in Portland
until 1998,
when he
founded and
became
president of
Cayuse, Inc.,
a grant management
software
c o m p a n y.
Cayuse has just released GrantSlam
version 5.0, a software program that
assists biomedical researchers in
preparing grant proposals for the
National Institutes of Health.
Harold
Siden (M.D.
1 9 8 8 ,
Residency
19 9 2 ) i s
director of
Canuck Place
C h i l d r e n ’s
Hospice in
Va n c o u v e r
and founded
and is the director of Telehealth at
Children’s and Women’s Health Center
of British Columbia. He resides in Vancouver with his wife, Anne Gorsuch, a
Michigan alumna with a Ph.D. in history, and their twin daughters.

Calvin J. Bergsma (M.D. 1971), 56,
of Holland, died July 7, 2001.
Bergsma practiced with West Shore
Urology, P.C., in Muskegon since 1978.
He received his bachelor’s degree
from Calvin College, completed a surgery internship at Presbyterian
Medical Center in Denver, Colorado,
and served his urology residency at
the Mayo Clinic.
Walter A. Freyburger (Ph.D. 1951),
a pharmacologist, died in Florida on
October 6, 1999, at 79. Freyburger
retired as director of cardiovascular
disease research at The Upjohn Co.,
now Pharmacia & Upjohn Inc., in
1982, where he had received the WE
Upjohn Award for Excellence. During
his 32 years with the company, he
played a key role in the development
of several drugs on the market today,
including Rogaine, Colestid and
Cleocin. An outdoorsman who enjoyed
bird watching, fly-fishing and raising
orchids, Freyburger co-founded the
Kalamazoo Nature Center in 1960.

Photo courtesy of IPC

Lives Lived

Yeneneh Betru (M.D. 1995) was aboard
American Airlines Flight 77 when it crashed into
the Pentagon on September 11. He was 35.
Betru was born in Ethiopia, raised in Saudi
Arabia and immigrated to the United States in
1982, hoping to pursue his dream of becoming
a doctor. “Ever since he was a little kid, he
always wanted to be a doctor,” remembers
one of his brothers. “He always wanted to help
people.”
He achieved his dream at the U-M and served
as medical affairs director at IPC — The
Hospitalist Company. Betru was a pioneer in hospitalist care, a new trend
in hospital practice management focusing on patients in acute, sub-acute
or long-term care settings, and had personally trained hundreds of physicians across the country in the field.
On September 11 he was returning from a trip to Ethiopia, and Flight 77,
for him, was a connecting flight from Washington Dulles Airport to Los
Angeles; Betru lived in Burbank, California. Other family members had
accompanied him on the trip but took separate flights back to the U.S. and
arrived safely.
While in Ethiopia, Betru met with government officials to discuss his plans
to establish a kidney dialysis clinic in Addis Ababa. He took on the task of
improving health care in Ethiopia after his grandmother died due to a lack
of equipment and supplies while he was visiting her there in 1998.
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The Residency Years,
the mid 1800s, a young doctor working and teaching at
the University of Michigan Medical School wrote to his
betrothed: “Oh, what a mass of stuff there is to learn.
The further we progress, the more we find in advance
which we should learn.”

In

Then

One hundred years later, though they worked We asked physicians who completed
in one of the biggest and best-equipped hospi- their residencies in the 1940s and
tals in the country, and though the understand- 1950s to share these memories with
ing of medicine had leapt far forward from the Medicine at Michigan. At the same
days of bloodletting and rampant sepsis, the time, we asked young doctors diving into
young resident doctors toiling at Old Main patient care today what their lives are like.
might well have echoed that sentiment. And Perhaps surprisingly, despite the vast changes
even today, the physicians of the new millen- in the practice of medicine over the last 50
nium shake their heads and smile in recogni- years, this comparison emerges, in many
respects, as a good example of “The
tion at these words. For ask any of
more things change, the more
them: though they’ve done the
“You
they remain the same.”
work, passed the tests, and
could tell a Hopkins
framed the sheepskin,
As was true for virtually
nurse from a U-M nurse
there’s still “a mass of
all young doctors enterstuff to learn”— and
by her cap. And they had
ing the field in the
on living, breathing
beautiful
capes
that
they
wore
1940s, a resident at
human beings.
when coming across from their Michigan was almost
Residency. For those quarters, and the cape was also always a resident, living in the interns’
whose knowledge of
distinctive for the school. quarters just behind
the word stems only
the psychiatric unit,
from ER reruns, it conGold and blue for Michigan
which
sat behind Old
jures images of dramatic
grads.” —Robert Dobbie
Main. In many ways, it was
operations, unremitting exa simpler time. Downtime for
haustion and separation from
young doctors — what little there
family. Ask most any doctor about
was — meant hauling the record player to
residency and they’ll admit to these experiences freely, but they add to the equation a the basement of the interns’ quarters and dancquieter truth: this time in a doctor’s life can be ing to Tommy Dorsey records, or walking out
marked with exhilaration, accomplishment, Geddes Road to the Huron River. There were
pride, and profound personal growth. football games, ice cream dates at Miller’s,
Friendships are made that last a lifetime. And meetings of the Victor Vaughan Society, midnight cups of coffee and information-sharing
memories, too, have an uncanny sharpness.
with fellow interns, but mostly there was
work. Work and learning.
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and

by Whitley Hill

House officers past and present
talk about the experience

Photo: Gregory Fox

consultant for the nutrition division of Nestle,
USA. In a telephone interview from their home,
he and his wife recalled those days.
“I remember as an intern I got $25 a month
and paid back to the Hospital $18.75 for
room, board and laundry. I had the difference
for movies or whatever. We were on call
every other night. As interns, we rotated on a
monthly basis: one month each on surgery,
medicine, ob/gyn and pediatrics — the
requireds — and electives such as ophthalmology, otolaryngology and neurology. We
worked very hard.

Now
Photo: Andre Vospette

Robert P. Dobbie (M.D. 1946, Residency
1953) graduated from Michigan’s Medical
School in December of 1946 and immediately
started his internship here. Following residency he went on to practice in the Navy, then at
the University of Tennessee, after which he
became medical director for Baxter
International. Retired and living outside
Chicago with his wife, Barbara (a head nurse
at U-M in the 1940s), Dobbie is currently a

Barbara and Robert Dobbie

“We were required to not only work up every
new patient, but also do all the lab work: analyze urine, draw blood, take samples, and run
them in the lab ourselves. We had to start all
the IVs ourselves. The IVs were in something
called Baxter Bottles — they were reusable
bottles and the tubing was all rubber. After
use, we returned them to the basement supply
room where the tubing was flushed out and
hung up like spaghetti to dry overnight. And
they made the IV solutions right there in the
pharmacy, in stainless steel vats with a rotor,
like an outboard motor has.

Herbert Sloan

the head of urology, required you to memorize
all kinds of laboratory values for every
patient. And I wasn’t all that
good at that. So the head
“The interns all wore white ‘duck’
“Every
nurse always slipped me
trousers,” recalls Dobbie. “And
a pony — a cheat
white shirts; some were like barbit of ability I had
ber shirts that buttoned down
was being used to the sheet — on grand
rounds. She would
the sides and had high collars.
utmost. That’s the way I go with us on grand
They had to be white. And
short white coats over that. felt during those years rounds and someThen when you became a reswhen us punks were trying times when I was
stymied, she would
ident, you graduated to a long
to do things that real fill in the necessary
white coat, white shirt and tie
men did.”
words and satisfy the
and, of course, clean white shoes.”
chief. I tell everyone
—Herbert Sloan
Dobbie adds that when those shoes
that in order to pass on to
became scuffed or soiled, the young docthe next stage in my residency, I
tors could stop by the nurses’ station to dab on had to marry the head nurse...”
the white shoe polish that was always availBarbara Dobbie pipes in: “I don’t know if Bob
able there.
has made it clear how very poor we were.
“The nurses all wore nicely laundered, lightly I concocted 28 different ways to fix hamburger.
starched — oh, I’m being told highly starched I had them written down in a little blue note— white uniforms with white stockings and book.”
white shoes. And the nurses from different
schools wore different caps. You could tell a “They were all good, too. I loved them all, and
Hopkins nurse from a U-M nurse by her cap. And still do!” says her husband.
they had beautiful capes that they wore when
coming across from their quarters, and the cape But it was the physicians under whom Dobbie
was also distinctive for the school. Gold and worked that made the most lasting impact.
blue for Michigan grads. They were made of “Michigan was unique because in the surgery
heavy wool. They wore capes so that their high- department, they had some of the nation’s toply starched uniforms wouldn’t get crushed.
flight people in all fields. Fred Coller, chairman
“I married the head nurse on the surgical
ward in my second year of residency. She had
been the head nurse in urology. Dr. Nesbit,

of the department, was one of the top five surgeons in the country. Max Peet was one of the
top neurosurgeons. Carl Badgley was one of ➤
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the top 10 orthopedists. Dr. Fralick was probknowing who this great man was, I was
Sloan went on to perform one of Michigan’s
ably number one in ophthalmology, Dr.
delighted to come to Ann Arbor and take my
first successful open heart surgeries and to
Furstenberg in ENT. Reed Dingman was prob[thoracic surgery] training under him.”
serve a leading role in the planning and
ably the best cleft palate surgeon in the
development of Old Main’s replacement, the
Sloan first walked through Old
world and founded the plastic sur$285 million current University Hospital, dedMain’s ornately carved entrygery department. John Alexander,
icated on June 1, 1986.
In
way in 1947. Built in 1925,
the founder of thoracic surgery
the 1940s, a resithe hospital was already
•••
in this country, and his numdent
at Michigan was
showing its age. “I recber two in thoracic surgery,
his office on West Stadium Boulevard in
almost always a resident, ognized that it was an In
Cameron Haight — we
Ann
Arbor, where he has practiced pediatrics
were working with these living in the interns’ quar- old hospital, but at the
for
40
years, William Graves (M.D. 1953,
time I came, when there
guys! You were on their
Residency 1958), echoes Dobbie’s praise of
ters
just
behind
the
psywas
still
a
good
deal
of
service and you were their
chiatric unit, which sat pulmonary tuberculosis the faculty he worked under. After completing
scut boy.”
medical school at U-M and a short internship
to be treated, there was a
behind
Old
Main.
in Denver, Colorado, Graves was a resident at
•••
separate medical tubercuOld Main from 1956-58.
losis unit on the seventh floor
Herbert Sloan, M.D. (Residency
and a surgical tuberculosis unit
“I was always in awe of the senior staff at
1949), of Ann Arbor, was in his second
on the eighth floor. And there was an
the University Hospital. Jim Wilson was a
year of residency at Johns Hopkins on the
absolutely superb head nurse [Marge Morgan]
kind gentleman from New England, Harvardfateful day of December 7, 1941. “All the
on the surgical floor, and I thought it was one
trained. He was a great general pediatrician
older residents who had been around forever
of the best-run units I’d ever seen.”
and were practically professors — it was like
that at Hopkins — went off to war and left a
bunch of young, inexperienced jerks to try to
handle things. That was the most challenging
time of my whole life. Every bit of ability I had
was being used to the utmost. That’s the way
esident, intern, house officer, PGY1...these all seem to mean different things,
I felt during those years when us punks were
depending on who you are, where you are, and even when you are. Though there’s
trying to do things that real men did.”
some crossover in the definition of these terms, they represent the evolution of medical
During his general surgery residency, Sloan
school postgraduate training over the past 50 years.
was confronted with a difficult tuberculosis
“A year of rotating internship, a hospital-based experience in the
case and went looking for a helpful text. “I
major areas of medicine — internal medicine, surgery, pediatrics,
went across the street to the bookstore and
there was a big red book by John Alexander
ob/gyn and psychiatry — this was the standard and only poston the surgical treatment of pulmonary tubermedical school training that physicians had in this country, until
culosis, and I still have that book. And so
the 1940s, when graduate medical education started to become
commonplace,” says Roland “Red” Hiss (M.D. 1957, Residency
1964, Fellowship 1966), chair of the Medical School’s Department
of Medical Education. “Prior to the 1940s, probably 95 to 97 percent of medical school graduates had one year of hospital-based
experience known as internship. In fact, for many years, the licensure in 48 of the 50 states required just one year of postgraduate
training. Nobody does only that any more, unless they have unique
Red Hiss
career plans. There was a period of time for people like me when
we graduated from medical school, had an internship, and then had a residency. But by
about the mid-1960s to the early 1970s, the freestanding internship was basically
dropped. Now, and for the past 25 years at least, medical school graduates go into a residency directly and don’t stop with an internship. They still occasionally call the first-year
residents ‘interns,’ almost as a traditional nickname, but there isn’t something called an
‘internship’ that is separate from a residency.”

Photo: D.C. Goings

A residency lexicon
R

It is during this residency that doctors are today often referred to as “house officers.” At
U-M, the House Officers Association is a bargaining unit, founded in 1973, which represents the interests of the resident doctors.

William Graves
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Residents are also sometimes referred to as “PGY1,” “PGY2”, etc., referring to the first
or second “postgraduate year.” It’s also interesting to note that today’s medical students
receive far more hands-on training than did their predecessors; increasingly, students in
the last two years of medical school are on the floor attending rounds and seeing
patients under the watchful eyes of senior residents and attending physicians.

Graves recalls a watershed moment for him
near the end of his residency — a point at
which training and dogged curiosity came
together productively.

Philip and Mala Harris and
sons, Daniel, Micah and Adon

“There’s a reason why
they call it ‘residency’
— you eat and live it.
You’re never going to
have this opportunity
again in your whole
life.”
—Philip Harris

Harris was raised in the Central African
Republic. He earned a D.V.M. from Ohio State,
but he is now a third-year otolaryngology resident at Michigan. Mala Harris home-schools
the boys; the walls of their living room are covered with crayoned drawings. As with the
Dobbies, Harris and his wife come across as a
team working toward a shared goal as they sit
and talk about their lives.

“There was a baby admitted to the hospital
with about a two-month history, since birth,
of coughing, recurrent pneumonia and cough“For the person who’s the
ing up a greenish mucous. This baby had
intern, your life is conus all stumped for about six weeks. It
Asking
sumed by the hospital,”
was a Saturday in December 1958,
for help is the
says Harris. “You’re
and I was in our apartment and I
in this pressure
had nothing to do. There were
theme that comes up
and your
no football games, and so I got
time after time, in inter- cooker
staff and senior
out this pediatrics book on respiratory disorders and looked views with older doctors residents are saythrough all these rare cases and with younger ones. And ing, ‘Why didn’t
that could explain coughs in
that first on call night of this get done?
Why weren’t the
babies and came across a parainternship is a good labs drawn? Why
graph describing congenital
time to start.
wasn’t this checked?’
bronchobiliary fistula. I went to the
But
then you have the
medical library, found a copy of the
opposite side: the patients,
case report that had been done in Boston.
the families, the nursing staff who
I showed it to Dr. Wilson and he said, ‘That’s
what she has. That shows you the value of don’t want to have an intern who’s just gradpublishing a single case report.’ Cameron uated handling their issues. So you have this
Haight operated on her and she did quite compression. Then you add on this 120-hour
well. I was lucky. It showed me that if you workweek and if you add into it kids and the
don’t know, keep reading, keep digging. More financial stress, not being able to pay your
loans off, that becomes very stressful. But it’s
often than not, the answers are out there.”
good, too. It molds you as a person.”
•••
In 1984, an 18-year-old woman named Libby
Just east of Pittsfield Village is a neighbor- Zion was admitted into Cornell Medical
hood of modest ranch houses where Philip Center’s New York Hospital with a high fever;
Harris, M.D., makes his home with his wife, she died the next morning. Her death was
Mala, and their three young sons, Adon, Micah determined to be the result of an adverse
and Daniel. Born into a family of missionaries, reaction between two medications, adminis-

tered by a resident in his 22nd hour of work. A
grand jury investigation into Zion’s death
prompted a widespread examination of graduate medical education, specifically the practice
of demanding hours for residents. The result
was a series of limitations on the working hours
of residents practicing in New York state.
Did the case change
residency policies at
University Hospital? No,
says James Woolliscroft,
M.D. (Residency 1980),
executive associate dean
of the Medical School.

Photo: Bill Wood

Was residency grueling? “I don’t think so, no.
We were young and we enjoyed what we did,
we were stimulated by the whole process...I
don’t think it was as hard for the resident as
it was for his wife. A lot of residents lived in
Pittsfield Village and we all worked pretty
long hours and were gone weekends. If it
weren’t for Pittsfield Village and the friends
we made there, it would have been much
harder. But I think it was the wives who held
the families together, no question about it.”

Photo: Gregory Fox

and the highlight of our residency program
was his 11:00 conference that he held every
morning for the students and residents. Two
or three patients would be presented every
morning and his discussions on some of the
classic pediatric diseases were invaluable.
And on Thursday mornings there was an
X-ray conference with Dr. Wilson and John
Holt, one of the great pediatric radiologists in
the country, going back and forth! They were
both great men.”

“While most of the discussion of the Libby
Zion case has been
about work hours, the
major issue was over- James Woolliscroft
sight,” says Woolliscroft. “The house officers
were allowed to be on their own. Oversight
has always been an issue that we’ve paid —
and continue to pay — a lot of attention to.
We did not make changes because we
already had those systems in place. As far as
hours go, we’re always in compliance with
the Residency Review Committee and the
Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical
Education. They have requirements for hours
and caseloads. If you don’t meet their requirements, your accreditation status is put on probation. This is serious stuff.”
Woolliscroft points out that although today’s
residents put in significantly fewer hours
than, say, their professors did, the nature of
the work has intensified, in response to
patients’ decreased inpatient time. “The ➤
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Says Harris, “My first day of internship I was
on call for the pediatric surgery service, and I
had 25 kids and was scared to death. I knew
nothing about pediatric surgery. There was no
way I could run a code on a child. But it was
a lot of ignorance on my part because if there
was a code, the pediatric residents wouldn’t
need me at all, or if there was a problem, I’d
just call a pediatric fellow. I think it really
comes down to people being comfortable to
ask questions. I always tried to pick one nurse
who was a nice person, someone who would
be helpful. Or you can call your resident and
run it by them. You want to not look like a fool,
so you don’t want to be calling all the time. You
realize that you learned a lot in medical school.
It’s amazing how it comes to you.”
One wonders how this process is navigable at
all when a resident has young children. The
answer, suggests Mala Harris, lies in a flexible and positive attitude.

Katharine Chang

most work for house officers, as for nurses, is
at admission and discharge,” he says. “Right
now, the length of stay is so very short that
house officers will be admitting and discharging far more patients in a month than we ever
did. Then, people had time to go have coffee
and sit and discuss the patients on the service.”

“You’ve got to have a normal life. You can’t
just immerse yourself in your husband’s
schedule. For example, dinner — I’m not
going to make a huge dinner and wait by the
door for Philip to come home. If he’s home,
he’s home. If he’s not, fine.”
Does this young family look ahead yearningly
to the time when residency is over and things
can get back — or finally — to normal?
Says Mala Harris, “We’re enjoying our life
now! After we had Adon, we wanted to go
ahead and have the rest of our kids because
we wanted to have them close together. We
could have said, ‘Let’s wait until he’s done
with medical school’ or ‘Let’s wait until he’s
done with residency,’ and we could
have kept waiting and waiting....”

Harris concurs. “New York state has an 80hour work rule. I personally think it’s a bad
idea. Whether a person works 40 hours
or 50 hours or 120 hours, if they
don’t know how to say, ‘I need
“There’s
•••
some help here,’ then
a
certain
amount
they’re going to be very
Just a block away from
of anxiety that you need
dangerous. It’s very diffithe Harris home, another
cult, but there is no
to have when you’re taking young resident is dealother way you’re going other people’s lives and
ing with similar issues.
to get that much expoKatharine Chang is in
health
into
your
hands.
And
a
sure. There’s a reason
her third year of a pediwhy they call it ‘resicertain amount of humility.” atrics
residency. Chang
dency’ — you eat and
—Katharine Chang
and husband Jon Hanson,
live it. You’re never going
a Ph.D. candidate in politito have this opportunity
cal science at U-M, are paragain in your whole life.”
ents of a one-year-old daughter,
Annika. These days, Chang’s on-call
Asking for help is the theme that
comes up time after time, in interviews with schedule is augmented by work at a continuolder doctors and with younger ones. And ity clinic, in her case Child Health Associates,
that first on-call night of internship is a good a busy Ann Arbor office where she learns
first-hand about the practice of pediatrics.
time to start.
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‘One of those awful
policies...’
it was impossible to find African American
doctors who were residents at U-M in the
If
1940s and 50s to interview for this piece, that’s
because there simply were none. The first black
resident was admitted to the program in 1965.
“Before the civil rights movement, there were
many, many hospitals,
whether implicitly or not,
that simply didn’t accept
black students, or black
interns and residents,”
says Howard Markel
(M.D. 1986), Ph.D., and
the George E. Wantz
Professor of the History
of Medicine and director
of the Historical Center
Howard Markel
for the Health Sciences
at the University of Michigan. “There was a
‘gentleman’s agreement’ to not do certain
things. Such policies were rarely discussed
openly, but the reasoning behind these bigoted
responses had to do with the assumption that
white patients would not accept a black doctor
treating them. In point of fact, I doubt anyone
asked if this was true or not.
“Our Medical School was a pioneer in accepting students of color, Asian students, women
and Jewish students, long before other schools
did. On the other hand, when it came to the
internship and residency programs at
University Hospital, African-Americans were
not accepted until 1965. Making sense of segregation using today’s sensibilities is, alas, an
impossible task. It’s one of those awful policies
that we don’t have anymore, thankfully. But
regardless, working on equal access to health
care and health education for all Americans is
something we all need to continue to address
in the 21st century.
“When you speak to elderly black physicians
who were rejected from medical schools or
residency programs several decades ago simply on the basis of their skin color, they will
freely tell you about the psychic scars caused
by segregation. In this regard, the University of
Michigan is a microcosm of American society.”

“When we’re on service we usually get in
around 7:00 a.m. We pre-round on our
patients without the attending. The interns
are expected to see all their patients when
they’re pre-rounding. The senior residents usually see all the really sick patients and get to as
many of the other ones as we can. But we have
only an hour because we have a conference
from 8:00 to 9:00, and from 9:00 to 12:00 we
round with the attendings — they can be general pediatricians, endocrinologists, nephrologists, cardiologists, whatever. But they’re the
doctors responsible for those patients while
they’re in the hospital — the ultimate. Then at
noon we have another lecture, but sometimes
patient care supercedes the lecture and we
don’t make it.”

Nancy Furstenberg, M.D. (Residency 1954),
finished her internal medicine residency at
Michigan in 1954, one of only a handful of
women physicians to do so. She went on to
a career at U-M, Wayne County General and
other hospitals across the country. If medicine was a boys’ club, then Furstenberg did
her part to break down the walls, not by
throwing punches at the pretty-good-for-awoman jibes that occasionally came her
way, but simply by getting the job done, and
then some.
“You were on call every other night and every
other weekend, and since I was single, I
often took call for guys or women that were
married so that they could have family time.
That was the kind of thing you did. There
was camaraderie — that was the most wonderful part. It’s 3:00 a.m. and you’re all sitting
around after an emergency case, drinking
coffee down in the dining room and everybody’s hanging out all their emotions. That’s
when you made your real friends and relationships. You needed a lot of support. No
matter how well trained or cocky you were,
you were really scared a lot of the time.

“You
Caring for a baby at home is
“I made a mistake one day and
a little like being on call
gave a lady the wrong dose of
needed a lot of
24/7. Adding residency
insulin. I gave her too much. I
support. No matter
to the mix can make for
sat with her all day and all
how well trained or cocky night, checking her blood
some serious sleep
deprivation. “I returned you were, you were really sugar and trying to look
from maternity leave
calm. The next day I heard
scared a lot of the time.”
when my daughter was
—Nancy Furstenberg
eight weeks old and
basically I hadn’t slept for
eight weeks, and then was
on call in the PICU that first
month. It was hard. I’d be on call, be
up all night, then come home...even if I could
go to sleep right away, which usually I can’t,
you still have to have dinner and talk to your
family a bit. And then I’d have to get up twice
during the night to nurse. I didn’t get a full
night’s sleep for a very long time...I never
expected to be this tired.”
Fatigue aside, this young doctor is finding
that residency is paying a dividend in the
form of the first inklings of confidence in her
skills as a doctor. “It’s not so much that I know
what I’m doing, as it is that I’m not as clueless as I’m afraid I am!” she laughs. “Actually, I
think that some amount of fear is a good thing.
There’s a certain amount of anxiety that
you need to have when you’re taking other
people’s lives and health into your hands. And a
certain amount of humility.”
•••
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Chang says, “There’s an emphasis, especially
in the primary care field nationally, that we
have more experience with outpatient medicine and primary care medicine. So it used to
be that you did nearly all your training in the
hospital and now it’s shifted a bit. Our intern
year we spend most of the time in the hospital. But now, half my year is on call and half
is not.

Tyra McKinney

her telling someone, ‘She’s the most wonderful doctor! She sat at my bedside all night!’
and I thought, ‘What a fraud I am.’ I just sat
there praying and checking and giving her
sugar and that’s when it hit me: this was
down to the nitty-gritty. My mistake and her
life. And from then on I was a much better
doctor.”
•••
Tyra McKinney has perhaps the most difficult job of all. Her dual roles as single mom of
seven-year-old Hattie and third-year family
practice resident combine for a life where
spare, unscheduled minutes glint like gold.
Still, like all the doctors we spoke to, the
thrill of this work ultimately seems to balance
out the stress.
“The hours are extremely long. Sometimes
you’re working maybe 36-hour shifts. On call,
post-call...it can be very intense. I have to
leave Hattie with the babysitter, and it’s hard.
You have to try to put your mind to work, but
in the back of your mind, you’re wondering
what your child is doing. I try to put that aside
and trust she’s in good care. I’ve had a lot of
help from some great caregivers.
“It’s actually a wonderful time,” she says.
“You’re finally encountering patients. You
have your M.D. badge. There are new situations and environments and you’re trying to
learn the system. It’s exciting and rewarding.
It’s also frightening. But when you meet people and get to help them, it gives you a wonderful feeling of fulfillment. It’s a scary thing:
you don’t want to do anything wrong — the
Hippocratic Oath says ‘Do no harm...’ But I’m
very happy to be here. I’m so grateful to have
gotten to this point.”

Nancy Furstenberg, photographed in 1970 for
the Flint Journal
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In the Limelight
Huda Akil, Ph.D., codirector of the Mental
Health Research Institute and the Gardner
Quarton Distinguished
University Professor of
Neuroscience in the
Department of Psychiatry, is president-elect of
the Society for Neuroscience. The Society
comprises all fields of
brain research and includes more than 25,000
members. Akil will assume her role as president in November.
Keith Bishop, Ph.D.,
associate professor of
surgery and associate
professor of microbiology and immunology,
has been named director of the Graduate
Program in Immunology. Bishop assumed
his responsibilities on
July 1, 2001.
Victor M. Elner, M.D.,
Ph.D., associate professor of ophthalmology
and visual sciences, has
been selected to receive
the Lew Wasser man
M e r i t Award from
Research to Prevent
Blindness. The award is
given to mid-career
scientists who are
extensively engaged in
research and who are already recognized in
their field. Elner’s work deals with the role of
chemokines in causing inflammatory effects in
many eye diseases, including diabetic retinopathy, retinal detachment, macular generation,
and uveitris.
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James Ferrara, M.D.,
professor, Pediatrics
and Communicable
Diseases and Internal
Medicine, is the recipient of the Humboldt
Award for Research in
Bone Marrow Transplants. Only 40 Humboldt awards were given
out in 2001 and of
those, only two were
in the medical field. Ferrara’s award has established a direct collaboration between U-M
and the University of Regensburg in Germany
for new strategies to make transplants safer.

Daniel Hayes, M.D., professor, Department
of Internal Medicine,
and co-director, Breast
Care Center, has been
appointed clinical
director of the U-M
Comprehensive Cancer
Center’s Breast Oncology Program. In his new
appointment, Hayes
will be responsible for
directing clinical services and overseeing the
translation of basic breast cancer research
into clinical trials.

Kenneth Jamerson
(M.D. 1986), associate
professor, Department
of Internal Medicine,
and medical director of
the Program for Multicultural Health, has
been elected to a oneyear term on the board
of trustees of the International Society on
Hypertension in Blacks.
As a trustee, Jamerson will assume a leadership role to eliminate health disparities among
ethnic populations. The Society conducts
accredited professional medical education
programs, research activities, and patient and
community education to address the ➤

First Annual Awards Dinner Recognizes Faculty Distinctions
Dean Allen S. Lichter hosted a dinner at Barton Hills Country Club in Ann Arbor on October 10
to honor faculty who received the following Medical School awards in 2001:

Community Service Award
Terence Joiner, M.D. (Residency 1985)
Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics and
Communicable Diseases

Hiss

Nuñez

Kang

Fisher

Lifetime Achievement Award in Medical
Education
Roland G. Hiss (M.D. 1957, Residency 1964,

Achievement in Clinical Research Award
Sewon Kang (M.D. 1987)

Fellowship 1966)
Professor and Chair, Medical Education

Gary Fisher, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Dermatology

The Lifetime Achievement Award was established to recognize faculty who have contributed significantly to medical education.
Hiss, chair of the Department of Medical
Education for nearly 20 years, is highly
regarded for his exceptional teaching of medical students and his contributions to the curriculum. Hiss also served on the dean’s staff as
coordinator of affiliated hospitals for 16 years
and has had a prominent role in the Michigan
Diabetes Research and Training Center since
its inception in 1977.

Achievement in Basic Science Award
Gabriel Nuñez, M.D.
Professor of Pathology
The award for basic science achievements recognizes faculty who have contributed outstanding basic science research. Nuñez is a world
leader in the study of molecular pathways
involved in apoptosis, having made seminal
contributions toward the understanding
of these pathways, and he is regarded as one of
the most innovative and productive scientists
at U-M.

Associate Professor of Dermatology

Kang and Fisher share the Achievement in
Clinical Research Award for their outstanding
contributions to clinical research and their
strong commitment and dedication to the
field of dermatological research. They serve in
many critical roles including those of clinician, teacher, research unit director and clinical research investigator, and they are widely
regarded for their uncompromising work
ethic and positive, energetic creativity.

Distinguished Faculty Lectureship in
Biomedical Research Award
Steven Kunkel, Ph.D.

The Community Service Award recognizes faculty who have contributed to the community
in an extraordinary fashion. Joiner is regarded
as one of the physicians on the faculty most
dedicated to community service. He is devoted
to a legion of community resources, including
the Ypsilanti Pediatric Clinic, the Marshall H.
Becker Memorial Clinic for under-served children, the Michigan Asthma Strategic Planning
Initiative, American Academy of Pediatrics
Committee on Community Health, and the
Washtenaw County Health Improvement Plan.
Joiner has also been a consultant for the
Michigan Children’s Protective Service Medical
Advisory Committee and the Washtenaw
County Head Start Program.

Clinical Award for Primary Care
James Peggs, M.D.
Associate Professor of Family Medicine
This award honors faculty who have shown
exemplary performance as a practicing clinician or program director of innovation in
clinical care. During his 23 years in the greater
Ann Arbor medical community, Peggs has
developed a clinical reputation of the highest
order and has served as an influential role
model for dozens of medical students and res-

Professor of Pathology
This award honors faculty
who have contributed
long-term biomedical
research, teaching and
service to the University
of Michigan. Kunkel is
recognized nationally and
internationally for his
contributions in immunology and inflammation.
His investigations focus Kunkel
on molecular mediators of
inflammation and have provided not only an
understanding of the basic mechanisms
involved in immunologic processes, but also
insight into developing therapeutic strategies
to treat inflammatory disorders.

Joiner

Peggs

idents; he was honored with the Galens Silver
Shovel Award in 1998 for teaching excellence.
He has also provided critical leadership to
Chelsea Community Hospital, the Chelsea
medical community and the Chelsea Retirement Community. Peggs has been listed for the
past several years as one of America’s best family physicians.
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disproportionate rates of hypertension and
cardiovascular disease among ethnic minority
populations.

Paul Kileny, Ph.D., professor of otolaryngol-

Kazanjian

Baker

Clinical Award for the Specialist
Powel Kazanjian, M.D.
Associate Professor of Internal Medicine

Fine

D’Alecy

The Kaiser Permanente Teaching
Award in Clinical Education
Paul Fine (M.D. 1989, Residency 1992)

This award recognizes the specialist who
has shown exemplary performance as a
practicing clinician or program leader of
innovation in clinical care. Kazanjian has
built an outstanding, nationally recognized
clinical HIV/AIDS program which more
than tripled in size between 1994 and 2000,
due primarily to Kazanjian’s continued
successful competition for federal Ryan
White Title III funding. Local AIDS support
programs regard the U-M HIV/AIDS
Treatment Program, the only program in
the state of Michigan nationally-ranked by
U.S. News and World Report, as the best in
the region.

Clinical Associate Professor of Internal
Medicine

Innovations Award
James R. Baker Jr., M.D.

Professor of Physiology

Professor of Internal Medicine
Ruth Dow Doan Professor of Biologic
Nanotechnology
The Innovations Award recognizes faculty
who have developed an innovation that radically improves or transforms clinical outcomes, educational processes, or research
processes. Baker has been both a national
and international leader in the field of
biologic nanotechnology and has brought
considerable attention to U-M in establishing its Center for Biologic Nanotechnology,
of which he has served as director since 1998.
He is also co-director for the Center for
Biomedical Engineering and division chief of
Allergy and Immunology. Baker’s innovations can be seen in his work utilizing dendrimer polymers as significant nanobiologic
agents, and for his investigations into the use
of lipid emulsions as antimicrobial agents.
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The Kaiser Permanente Teaching Award in
Clinical Education honors faculty who
demonstrate superior teaching abilities in
clinical education. Fine’s remarkable contributions in the areas of scholarship and educational methods have included innovative
programs to facilitate medical students’ educational experience on the inpatient units, as
well as superb teaching in inpatient and outpatient settings.

The Kaiser Permanente Teaching
Award in Basic Science
Louis D’Alecy, Ph.D.
The Kaiser Permanente Teaching Award in
Basic Science honors faculty who demonstrate superior teaching abilities in basic
science. With more than 25 years of outstanding teaching of medical and graduate
students at U-M, D’Alecy is recognized as
one of the individuals most committed to
education in the basic sciences. He has
served on 42 doctoral committees, sponsored 10 postdoctoral fellows, 18 research
rotations and 13 undergraduate honors
theses.

ogy, Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases,
received the prestigious Honor Award from
the American Academy of OtolaryngologyHead and Neck Surgery. The Academy represents more than 11,000 physicians and allied
health professionals
who specialize in the
treatment of the ears,
nose, throat, and
related head and neck
problems. The Academy
serves its members by
providing a medium
for the advancement of
the science and art of
medicine related to
otolaryngology and by
representing the specialty in governmental
and socioeconomic issues.

Cheryl T. Lee, M.D.,
assistant professor,
Department of Urology, is one of four
talented young investigators chosen by the
Board of the Southwest Oncology Group
after a rigorous and
competitive application
process to participate in
the “Young Investigators” training course last summer. Lee traveled to San Antonio, Texas, and Seattle,
Washington, where she received intensive
training in statistical principles, data collection
and analysis, critical decision-making, protocol
development and other group procedures to
learn how to develop a clinical trial.

Paul R. Lichter, M.D.,
the F. Bruce Fralick Professor and chair of the
Department of Ophthalm o l o g y a n d Vi s u a l
Sciences, received a Life
Achievement Honor from
the American Academy
of Ophthalmology at its
2001 annual meeting.
The award is in recognition of his extensive contributions to the Academy’s leadership and to
its scientific and educational programs.
Lichter served for 17 years on the Academy
board of trustees. He is director of the
University’s W.K. Kellogg Eye Center. His
research and clinical interests involve glaucoma,
genetics, and clinical applications of ultrafast

laser technology. He has to his credit more
than 185 publications including scientific
articles, editorials, and book chapters. He is
immediate past-president of the Pan American Association of Ophthalmology and is a
member of Academia Ophthalmologica
Internationalis and the International Council
of Ophthalmology.

Howard Markel (M.D. 1986), Ph.D., George
E. Wantz Professor of the History of Medicine,
director of the Historical
Center for the Health
Sciences, and associate
professor of pediatrics
and communicable diseases, has been elected to
the American Pediatrics
Society. The oldest and
most prestigious society
in academic pediatrics in
the U.S., it was founded
in 1888 for the advancement of the study of the diseases of infancy
and childhood.
Joseph Metzger, Ph.D.,
associate professor of
physiology and of internal medicine, has been
appointed director of the
Center for Integrative
Genomics. The Center
focuses on the geneorganism-environment
paradigm in genetically
engineered animals.

Mark Orringer, professor and head, Section
of Thoracic Surgery, and director, Thoracic
Surgery Oncology Program, in his capacity of
president of the Society
of Thoracic Surgeons,
met w ith President
George W. Bush in July
2001. Orringer and a
smal l g ather ing of
physician association
representatives met
with Bush to discuss
the Patients’ Bill of
Rights and other medical and health policy
issues. The White House invited leaders of 12
specialty medical societies to frankly discuss
with the president specific issues that impact
the quality of health care in the U.S.

Paul Taheri, M.D.,
associate professor of
surgery, has been named
assistant d e a n f o r
academic business development. Taheri will
serve as the focal point
for the development
of the business aspects
of clinical, educational
and research initiatives
for the Dean’s Office.
He will work to leverage the expertise of the
Medical School’s faculty and staff to address
strategic issues, develop new products and to
partner with U-M colleges and outside entities.

John Voorhees (M.D.
1963, Residency 1969),
professor and chair of the
Department of Dermatology, was elected an
honorary member of the
Philippine Dermatological Society by its
board of directors. This
appointment was awarded in recognition of
Voorhees’s distinguished
service to the Society, including being a featured
speaker at the PDS annual convention. ➤

In Print

Recently published books authored or edited by members of the University of Michigan Medical School
include:
By Richard D. Judge, M.D., adjunct clinical professor of internal medicine; Eric R. Bates, M.D.,
professor of internal medicine; and Kim A. Eagle,
M.D., Albion Walter Hewlett Professor of Internal
Medicine and chief of Clinical Cardiology: One
Hundred Years of Excellence.
University of Michigan Historical
Center for the Health Sciences, 2001.
The sixth publication in the Historical Center for the
Health Sciences Monograph Series, One Hundred Years
of Excellence celebrates the history of the U-M cardiovascular medicine program from its beginnings in 1891
through 1991, tracing cardiology’s rise as a specialty
through the program’s formation at U-M. Copies may
be ordered by calling (734) 615-2125.
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Joel D. Howell Named First
Victor Vaughan Professor of the
History of Medicine
Joel D. Howell, M.D., Ph.D., was installed on November 26, 2001,
as the first Victor Vaughan Professor of the History of Medicine.
Howell, a professor in the Department of Internal Medicine in the
Medical School and co-director of the U-M Robert Wood Johnson
Clinical Scholars Program, also serves as professor of health management and policy in the School of Public Health and as professor of
history in the College of Literature, Science and the Arts, as well as
teaching in the Law School.

(left to right): Gilbert Omenn, Joel Howell, Allen Lichter and Marc Lippman

Howell is an active clinician at the U-M, where he has been on the
faculty since 1984. In 1988, he was the first person whose research is
primarily history-focused to be elected to the prestigious American
Society of Clinical Investigation. He is the founding director of the
U-M Program in Society and Medicine and was recently named to the
U-M Society of Fellows. Widely respected for his intellectual leadership, Howell is frequently asked to speak and consult at national and
international venues, has written extensively on medical technology
and the history and future of human experimentation, and has held
numerous lectureships in the U.S. and abroad.

“I hope to do justice to his name.”

Victor Vaughan

Victor Vaughan (1851-1929) served as dean of the U-M Medical
School from 1891 to 1920. He was a biochemist, hygienist, public
health authority, medical educator and administrator who was considered one of the great figures in American medicine during the late
19th and early 20th centuries. At Michigan, Vaughan worked to
improve the clinical, library and laboratory facilities and to solidify the
international stature of the Medical School. He helped found the
National Board of Medical Examiners and served a term as president
of the American Medical Association from 1914-15. Perhaps the most
notable feature of Vaughan’s career, based on his desire to see medical knowledge used for the good of all humankind, was his belief
that effective health care requires one to see medicine as inextricably
embedded in a specific social context. For many, Vaughan’s name
symbolizes the need always to recognize the social and cultural
nature of health care.
In his inaugural address, Howell said, “Victor Vaughan was willing to
support people who would see health and disease in ways that he did
not and could not. I plan in the years to come to write and teach and
care for patients in ways that promote Victor Vaughan’s vision of
medicine as a social enterprise. I hope to do justice to his name.”
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Michigan’s Continuing Medical Education Calendar
Spring 2002
Sara Warber, M.D.
(Residency 1997), lecturer, Department of
Family Medicine, and
co-director, U-M Complementary and Alternative Medicine Research
Center, has been named
to the WomenHeart’s
Scientific Adv isor y
Board, a 20-member
panel of prominent
American physicians and nurses. The board
provides policy direction and scientific
expertise to WomenHeart, the only national
patient advocacy group to represent the concerns of the eight million women living with
heart disease.

Zhaohui Xu, Ph.D., assistant professor of
biological chemistry, received a 2001 Pew
Scholars Award. The
Pew Charitable Trusts
awards are granted to
young investigators who
show outstanding promise in the basic and clinical sciences. These
awards are intended to
encourage scholarly
innovation and to help
researchers advance the
state of knowledge in
the biomedical sciences. The awards provide
support to the scholars as they establish their
laboratories and continue their research in the
areas of AIDS, cancer, childhood diseases and
diseases affecting the elderly.

M A R C H
1

Applied Medical Informatics 2002 Conference
Towsley Center, Ann Arbor

18-20 Management of the Difficult Airway
DoubleTree La Posada Resort, Scottsdale, Arizona
23

Advanced Trauma Life Support (Refresher Course)
Towsley Center, Ann Arbor

A P R I L
5-6

Transesophageal Echocardiography Seminar
Towsley Center, Ann Arbor

10-12 Annual Clinical Update in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Towsley Center, Ann Arbor
13

Common Problems in Office Practice
Novi Hilton, Novi

26-27 Advanced Trauma Life Support (Instructor Course)
Towsley Center, Ann Arbor

M A Y
2-4

30th Annual Spring Update in Internal Medicine
Towsley Center, Ann Arbor

22-24 20th Annual Symposium: Automated Information Management in the
Clinical Laboratory (AIMCL), featuring “Hot Topics” workshop
Towsley Center, Ann Arbor
31-June 1
Clinical Update in Macular and Vitreoretinal Diseases
Kellogg Eye Center, Ann Arbor

Course dates may change. For verification or more information about course locations and
content, call or write: Office of Continuing Medical Education, Department of Medical Education,
University of Michigan Medical School, Box 1157, Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1157.
Phone: (734) 763-1400 or (800) 800-0666
Fax: (734) 936-1641
Web site: www.med.umich.edu/meded
E-mail: Registrar Joyce Robertson at robanjoy@umich.edu
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Dean Allen Lichter and
Stephen Weiss Elected to
Institute of Medicine
Two noted researchers from the U-M Medical School are among the 60 new members of the
prestigious Institute of Medicine, the medical component of the National Academy of Sciences.
Allen S. Lichter (M.D. 1972) and Stephen J. Weiss, M.D., join 25 other U-M faculty in the
Institute, which has a total active membership of 632.
Institute of Medicine membership is an honor reserved for those who have made distinctive
contributions to health through biomedical or social sciences research or leadership in the
health professions. One-fourth of members are drawn from outside the traditional health disciplines. Only Harvard University and its several affiliated hospitals had more faculty elected this
year than did Michigan, which had a total of four faculty elected University-wide.
“Election to the Institute is a major professional honor, and the U-M is fortunate to have
contributed a total of 13 new members in the past four years,” said Gilbert S. Omenn, M.D.,
Ph.D., U-M executive vice president for medical affairs. “The Institute of Medicine provides
an important mechanism for bringing
together talented individuals committed to
improving the health of
our country’s popula— Gilbert S. Omenn
tion. Allen Lichter and
Stephen Weiss exemplify the highest
standards in patient-oriented medical research, and the fertile interdisciplinary culture of the
U-M helps faculty and students realize the multiple interacting causes of illness and injury.”

Allen Lichter was an early advocate of the lumpectomy approach
to treating breast cancer and conducted one of the trials that found
lumpectomy and radiation therapy
to be as effective as traditional
mastectomy treatment.
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“Allen Lichter and Stephen Weiss exemplify
the highest standards in patient-oriented
medical research...”

Lichter is dean of the Medical School and the Newman Family Professor of Radiation
Oncology. He has specialized in the treatment of breast cancer and lymphoma and has clinical
research interests in the treatment of breast cancer, radiation therapy treatment planning,
and conformal, computer-controlled radiation.
Dean Lichter is a former director of the radiation therapy section of the National Cancer
Institute’s Radiation Oncology Branch. He was an early advocate of the lumpectomy approach
to the treatment of breast cancer and conducted one of the trials that found combined use of
lumpectomy and radiation therapy to be as effective as traditional mastectomy treatment.
Lichter and the Department of Radiation Oncology have made major contributions in the field
of three-dimensional treatment planning and conformal radiation therapy, helping to create
new methods of treating cancer with radiation.
Weiss is the E. Gifford and Love Barnett Upjohn Professor of Internal Medicine and Oncology.
He holds joint faculty appointments in the Medical School’s Cell and Molecular Biology
Program and the Department of Internal Medicine’s Division of Hematology and Oncology.
Weiss studies what happens to the extracellular matrix — a molecular scaffold that links
cells together — during inflammatory disease and invasive cancer. He has discovered a previously unknown mechanism for tissue damage in humans involving a highly destructive class
of metalloproteinase enzymes. These enzymes are involved in the spread of malignant cells
to different parts of the body — a process called metastasis — and in the growth of blood
vessels to cancerous tumors. Weiss’s research laboratory is attempting to isolate and identify
genes that regulate these tissue-destructive and invasive processes in animals.
—Mary Beth Reilly
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Stephen Weiss studies the extracellular matrix during inflammatory
disease and invasive cancer. He has
discovered a previously unknown
mechanism for tissue damage in
humans that is involved in the
spread of malignant cells to different parts of the body.
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Fall Gathering Recognizes
Graduate Student Achievements
hen graduate students and postdoctoral fellows
in the biomedical sciences came together last
September for the annual Graduate Student
Council Fall Gathering, Medical School Dean Allen S.
Lichter, M.D., and Steven Goldstein, Ph.D., associate dean
for research and graduate studies, presented awards of
recognition to four students. Patrick Murphy and Robert
Loberg received Graduate Student Awards for Excellence
in Teaching, while Lisa Gerlach-Bank and Robin Erickson
were recognized with Overall Excellence in Research and
Service Awards.

W

“These awards recognize the outstanding contributions of,
and show our appreciation for, our graduate students in the
biomedical sciences. We’ve been presenting the teaching
awards for a number of years, but the research and service
awards are new. The competition for all four awards was
stiff and the choices difficult,” said Goldstein.

Lisa Gerlach-Bank, Department of Cell and Developmental Biology, is known as a ‘can do’ person and was
selected for her efforts in research and service. According
to Dean Lichter, faculty were torn between the teaching
and research awards for Gerlach-Bank, who is studying the
role of BMP4 antagonists in the patterning and morphogenesis of the developing inner ear.
Robin Erickson, Department of Physiology, was selected
for his important contributions in research. According to
his nominators, Erickson’s service to his department has
been more significant than that of any graduate student in
the last 20 years. Erickson studies the role of nuclear
co-activators in the transcriptional activity of C/EBPa.
Any student actively pursuing a degree in one of the graduate programs within the Medical School can be nominated
for these awards, sponsored by the Program in Biomedical
Sciences. In addition, candidates for the teaching award
must demonstrate effectiveness and creativity as a
teacher, effective interactions with students, and the
potential for continued growth as a scholar and teacher. To
be considered for the research and service award, candidates must demonstrate scientific excellence as judged by
publications, academic record or other forms of recognition, as well as service to the University and/or its community through committee participation, events management and outreach activities.

Student
Patrick Murphy, Department of Pharmacology and
Therapeutics, gained recognition for his teaching of pharmacology to nursing students. Nominators noted that his
teaching garnered higher evaluation scores than that of
tenured faculty members. Murphy, who is passionate about
teaching, said that teaching is a moral imperative.
Robert Loberg, Department of Physiology, also was recognized as an outstanding teacher. When Loberg taught
optional classes for undergraduates, an 82 percent attendance rate was not unusual. “The atmosphere was outstanding. He made learning fun. He cared and wanted all
students to do well,” one of his nominators said.

—Mary Beth Reilly
Visit www.med.umich.edu/magazine to see additional
photos from this event.
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Message from the
Executive Vice President for Medical Affairs
This issue of Medicine at Michigan emphasizes our
commitment to excellence in teaching of medical students and house officers and mentoring of Medical
School faculty. A particularly effective initiative is the
Medical Education Scholars Program, which has
enabled 12 faculty from diverse fields each year to
develop innovative projects and personal evaluative
skills with guidance from faculty and staff in the
Department of Medical Education.
On the research side, we highlight stem cell research, as
President Bush did for the nation on August 9, 2001,
which seems so long ago now. From neuronal cell differentiation and organogenesis to pediatrics, hematology, anesthesiology and oncology, prominent U-M
researchers are at the forefront of stem cell research.
Such research is embedded in our University-wide Life
Sciences Initiative, which will make the terms
“genomics,” “proteomics,” and “bioinformatics” familiar to physicians and the public in the decade ahead.
In this context, I presented the winter commencement
address at Grand Valley State University in Grand
Rapids on December 8, 2001, about life sciences developments in the state and at the U-M. After recognizing
the origins of Grand Valley State University in the
tumultuous 1960s, I used the 1968 movie The Graduate
as a touchstone for today. As you may recall, to Dustin
Hoffman’s question about what he should do with his
life came the answer, “plastics…the future is in plastics!” Well, for the graduates of 2001, this speaker
responded that “the future is in genomics” — embracing scientific, medical, and public health applications
of new knowledge about genes and proteins, and the
social and ethical contexts.
In April we will break ground for the Biomedical
Sciences Research Building (see page 12). Across
Huron Street are the Life Sciences Institute and its
associated buildings, due to open in mid-2003. In the
meantime we are utilizing our present research space
intensively, thanks to the success of our faculty in
markedly increasing research grant support for their
ideas and programs.
We have similarly bold plans for the expansion of our
clinical facilities — including ambulatory and major
surgery suites, clinics and support areas; the
Cardiovascular Center; a replacement children’s and
women’s hospital; the Depression Center; and expansion of the Kellogg Eye Center.
Our physicians, nurses and staff continue to enhance
the quality and patient-centeredness of clinical care,
and our top-rated M-CARE HMO has managed to stay
ahead of the curve in dealing with the challenging
pressures from payors. No one knows what the health
care policy framework may be just a few years from
now — but it is most unlikely that the taxpayers and
corporations who pay for the vast majority of healthcare services will permit the open-ended patient and
physician choices that have emerged from the broad
attack on HMOs and “managed cost” (it was hardly
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“managed care” most places). The pendulum is likely
to swing back to cost containment in the face of costly
new drugs, an aging population, and the need to cover
the uninsured, all raising expectations for our services.
On a personal note, I want to share with you my letter
of December 17, 2001, to President Bollinger on the
occasion of our joint announcement that I will step
down as executive vice president of medical affairs at
the end of July 2002.
“Dear Lee—
As we have discussed, it is wise to take stock periodically during one’s career and life. I am well into my fifth year as the
University’s first EVPMA, truly a full-immersion role. You
and I and our many colleagues have accomplished essentially all of the major initiatives we laid out at the start in 1997:
enhancing the academic base in the Medical School, creating
the vision of the University of Michigan Health System,
assuring excellent financial stewardship and creative leadership of the Hospitals and Health Centers, M-CARE, and the
Medical School, and greatly strengthening ties with the rest of
the campus, notably through the many facets of your Life
Sciences Initiative. In addition, we have laid out a capital
plan for research and clinical buildings that will require
much of this decade to complete. I am confident that our successors will sustain these efforts, including the progressive rise
in national standings of the Medical School, Hospitals, and
M-CARE.
It is time for me to plan an orderly return to my interests in
academic research and public policy, greatly enriched by my
experience as EVPMA and my continued involvement in genetics and life sciences. I am keen to relate at the scientific level, not
just the administrative level, with our fine faculty in these areas.
And I welcome the opportunity for a leave.
Meanwhile, however, I am eager to assist Interim President
Joe White over the next several months of transition for the
University by continuing as EVPMA until 31 July, as we have
agreed.
My best wishes to you and Jean as you move to New York City.
Sincerely yours,
Gilbert S. Omenn, M.D., Ph.D.”

I am focused on assisting Interim President White and
positioning the Health System, with my able colleagues,
for the long-term. To all of the alumni of the U-M
Medical School and the much larger community
engaged in this splendid U-M Health System, my thanks
for your wonderful efforts on behalf of the School, our
patients, our students, our community and each other.
My wife, Martha Darling, and I have become deeply
involved in the Ann Arbor community and in affairs of
the state of Michigan and greatly enjoy these activities
and the many associated friendships.
My best wishes to all of you.

Gilbert S. Omenn, M.D., Ph.D
U-M Executive Vice President for Medical Affairs and
CEO, U-M Health System

